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3 Channel Micro Helicopters

Skytech

Swann

Swann

Swann

Swann

M5

Micro Lightening

Micro Lightening

Micro Lightening

Emergency Strike

Swann M5 3 Channel Infrared controlled indoor
helicopter is an absolute value for money. Built by the
famous Syma helicopters, it is extremely fun to fly and
has a flying range up to 10m. Includes USB charger, 30
mins charging time with 8-10 minutes flying time. Comes
in 3
Colours: Red, Sky Blue or Black & White

The new Swann Micro Lightening Limited Edition 3
channel Infra Red helicopter is equipped with a superior
Gyroscopic Balancing system for an extremely stable
flight and hovering capabilities. Built with an alloy
fuselage and a durable hard plastic canopy which makes
SWTOY-LITEBG-GL
it undoubtedly one of the toughest helicopters in it's
class.
Bonus accessories include extra main rotor blades, tail
rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points, USB charging
cable.

Extremely stable with perfect hovering, this palm size
Indoor helicopter has an attractive detailed fuselage
with flashing lights and comes with white LED light in
the front for night flying. The new highly designed
durable plastic body is almost indestructible in any
crash, perfect for very first time flyers.

Versatile 3 channel Micro Lightening Gyro version is
Swann's most popular micro helicopter and will
outclass anyother helicopter in its class. This indoor
helicopter is almost indestructible and can withstand
many crashes making it ideal for beginners. The
advanced Gyroscopic balancing system provided an
extremely stable flight with perfect hovering for
landing. (Limited Stock only)

The latest 2012 Swann Micro Lightening now comes in
latest pastal colours. Infrared remote controlled and
equipped with Gyroscopic balancing system for stable
hovering. Flying range up to 10m. USB charger, 30 mins
charging time with 8-10 minutes flying time. Ideal for
SWTOY-BBLITE-GL
beginers. Bonus accessories include extra main rotor
SWTOY-MALITE-GL
blades, tail rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points
and colour English manual with specific flying
instructions. Value to customer $6

These versatile His & Hers Sky Blue and Bubble Gum
Pink colour 3 channel Gyro version is Swann's most
popular micro helicopter. It is extremely stable with
perfect hovering and has an alloy fuselage & durable
hard plastic body. This indoor helicopter is
indestructible and can withstand many crashes and
ideal for beginers.
Colours: Brite-Sky Blue &
Bubble Gum Pink

The popular 2012 Swann Micro Lightening is Infrared
remote controlled equipped with Gyroscopic balancing
system for stable hovering. Flying range up to 10m. USB
charger, 30 mins charging time with 8-10 minutes flying
time. Ideal for beginers. Bonus accessories include extra
SWTOY-PILITE-GL
main rotor blades, tail rotor, screw driver, landing pad
SWTOY-GRLITE-GL
with points and colour English manual with specific flying
instructions. Value to customer $6

These versatile 3 channel Gyro version is Swann's
most popular micro helicopter. It is extremely stable
with perfect hovering and has an alloy fuselage &
durable hard plastic body. This indoor helicopter is
indestructible and can withstand many crashes and
ideal for beginers.
Colours: , Neon Green &
Tango Mango
Air Duels (Twin Pack)
available at $74.95

This colourful Swann Emergency Strike is a 3 Channel
Infrared controlled indoor helicopter equipped with an
advanced gyroscopic balancing system. It is extremely
fun to fly and has a flying range up to 10m. Includes
SWTOY-STRIKE-GL
USB charger, 30 mins charging time with 8-10 minutes
flying time. Bonus accessories include extra main rotor
blades, tail rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points,
colour English manual with specific flying instructions.

This newly released advanced Gyro version is
equipped with a 4-in-1 infra-red receiver (Gyro, ESC,
Mixer, Receiver). Extremely stable with perfect
hovering, this palm size Indoor helicopter has an
attractive detailed fuselage, comes with realistic
flashing red and blue LED lights and a front white
head light. The new highly designed durable plastic
body is almost indestructible in any crash, perfect for
very first time flyers.

Box Size:
48 X W 9.5 X
18.5cm
35.00

24.95
Special

Product Size
L
19cm x W 5cm x H
9.5cm. 18 per box

Box Size:
48 X W 9.5 X
18.5cm
45.00

40.00

40.00
(Limited
Stock)

40.00

45.00
(Limited Stock)

L
H

Product Size
L
19cm x W 5.3cm x H
9.5cm
18 or
24 Pcs per box

Box Size:
48 X W 9.5 X
18.5cm
50.00

L
H

Product Size
L
19cm x W 5.3cm x H
9.5cm
18 or
24 Pcs per box

Box Size:
48 X W 9.5 X
18.5cm
45.00

L
H

Product Size
L
19cm x W 5.3cm x H
9.5cm
24 Pcs
per box

Box Size:
48 X W 9.5 X
18.5cm
45.00

L
H

L
H

Product Size
L
21.5cm x W 5.3cm x
H 9.5cm.
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Brand

Syma

Product Name

Coast Guard
i.helicopter

i.copter

Swann

Swann

Crimson Eye

Sky Duel

Model/Part No

S111G

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Product Description

Product Specifications

The popular Syma US Coastguard i,helicopter is
Infrared remote controlled, equipped with Gyroscopic
balancing system for stable hovering. Flying range up to
10m. USB charger, 30 mins charging time with 8-10
minutes flying time. Ideal for beginers. This latest 3
channel Gyro version, equipped with a 4-in-1 infra-red
receiver (Gyro, ESC, Mixer, Receiver). These micro
Indoor helicopters have an attractive detailed fuselage,
comes with realistic flashing red and blue LED lights and
a front white head light. The new highly designed durable
plastic body is almost indestructible in any crash, perfect
for very first time flyers.
Mode 1 or 2 option available on the screen.

Infrared controlled with Auto stabilization system.
Flying range up to 10m for the conventional model or
6m for the i.Coptor. USB charger, 25 mins charging
time with 8-10 minutes flying time
*The i.Coast Guard helicopter is controlled with your
iPhone/iPod/iPad and ipod touch by down loading
free software from App Store. This amazing
helicopter can also be flown with your Syma S107 or
Swann conventional infrared remote control units. If
you have Swann Micro Lightening helicopter or Syma
S107, then this i.Coast Guard is a must have in your
collection.

The popular micro i.copter is Infrared remote controlled
equipped with Gyroscopic balancing system for stable
hovering. Flying range up to 6m. USB charger, 30 mins
charging time with 5-6 minutes flying time. Ideal for
beginers.
Product
Size: L 19 X W 4.2 X H 9.5cm
12 Pcs
per box
Available colours: Black,
White, Silver mixed in 1 box

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

60.00

45.00
Special

High Compatibility, Support legacy IR System, Flying
Range up to 6m, USB Charger included, Compact
Size, Just fits into your iPhone/iPod/iPad/iTouch, Low
power consumption. Flexibility in Multiple-OS (iOS,
Android, Windows Mobile, etc )
iPhone//iPod/iPad/iTouch control helicopter includes
3.5-Channel Gyroscopic System
I-helicopter Function: Up, down, forward, backward,
Left/Right, light on off from Iphone

Swann Crimson Eye (Video) is extremely fun to fly, as
it can capture photos and video while in the air with a
flying range up to 10m. This colourful all new Swann
Crimson Eye Video & Still photo capable helicopter is 3
Channel Infrared controlled & equipped with a still
camera and video recorder and advanced gyroscopic
SWTOY-CRIMSO-AU balancing system for extremely stable flight with perfect
hovering capabilities for still photography.
Bonus accessories include extra main rotor blades, tail
rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points, USB cables,
512MB SD card and colour English manual with specific
flying instructions.

This newly released advanced Gyro version with a
camera is based on Syma's famous S107G version
and equipped with a 4-in-1 infra-red receiver (Gyro,
ESC, Mixer, Receiver). Comes with realistic flashing
red and blue LED lights. The new highly designed
durable plastic body with alloy structure is almost
indestructible in any crash, perfect for very first time
flyers. 1.3 Mega Pixel Camera is demountable and
also adjustable to any angle you wish to film.
Includes USB charger, 35 mins charging time with 68 minutes flying time.

Go high into the danger zone with the Swann Sky Duel
remote-controlled indoor combat helicopters twin pack.
Enjoy a flying experience that's unlike others you might
have seen-with Sky Duel you can shoot infrared beams at
each other, register 3 hits and send your opponent
gradually falling from the sky.In 1 on 1 battle's each
helicopter will light up when hit by the enemy Sky Duel
SWTOY-SKDUEL-GL copter and will fall slowly from the sky after 3 direct hits.
Then, you can start all over again. Equipped with Swann's
Easy-Fly Gyro Technology, Sky Duel is easy to control
and hard to put down.

The Swann Sky Duel helicopters are easy to recharge on-the-go using the cable in the remote
controls or via you computer's USB port. Included in
the pack are spare main and tail rotor blades, a
screwdriver and parts. There is also a bonus landing
pad game for you to test your take-off and landing
skills on.
7 mins of flying per chopper, per
charge. So take to the skies with these two authentic
looking military helicopters. Grab a partner. Let the
Sky Duel battle begin.
Includes 2
USB chargers for the 2 helicopters, spare blades,
landing pad etc.

50.00

45.00

70.00

59.95
(Limited Stock)

89.95

79.95

Special

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Product Size
L
21.5cm x W 5.3 cm x
H9.5cm
36 Pcs
per box

Box Size:
L
24 X W 9 X H 12cm
Gross Weight:500g
12 Pcs per box

Product Size
L
21.5cm x W 4cm x H
10cm.

L 22.5cm x W 4cm x
H 10cm.

Image
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description
All newc Micro Lightning Xtreme (Velocity Blue) -

2.4GHz Digital transmitter.
Equipped with a Gyro for extremely stable flying- Indoor
and also outdoor flying in calm conditions. Slow and fast
dual speed tail rotor. New look, more power. The 2.4GHz
wireless control you enjoy 6-way multi-directional flying.
Simple operation, realistic performance Extremely fast
compared to other micro helicopters.
3.5Ch RC Helicopter with

Swann

Swann

Micro Ligheting
Extreme

Micro Ligheting
Extreme

SWTOY-MLITBL

SWTOY-MLITERD

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications
30 - 40m range with 8 - 10 minutes flying time. USB
charger, spare blades & landing pad included.
• The specialized, lightweight construction of the
Swann Micro Lightning Xtreme chopper will withstand
impacts and crashes.
Charges off the remote control or USB port
• The helicopter can be fully re-charged in less than
an
hour directly from the remote control (takes 4 x AA*

Micro Lightening Xtreme (Crimson Red) All new 3.5Ch Swann’s Micro Lightning™ Xtreme takes one of
RC Helicopter with 2.4GHz Digital transmitter. Equipped the world’s most popular RC helicopter designs
to new frontiers. With fresh new colors and more
with a Gyro for extremely stable flying. Indoor and
powerful 2.4GHz wireless signal, the new Micro
outdoor flying in calm conditions. Slow and fast dual
Lightnings are capable of extreme speed and
speed tail rotor. New look, more power. The 2.4GHz
extreme manouverability. With Swann’s Easy-Fly.
wireless control you enjoy 6-way multi-directional flying. The video game styled controller features two control
sticks and a trim controller - all of which can be
Simple operation, realistic performance Extremely fast
operated with little or no practice.30 - 40m range
compared to other micro helicopters.Slow and fast dual with 8 - 10 minutes flying time. USB charger, spare
speed tail rotor. Extremely fast compared to other micro blades & landing pad included.

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

50.00

45.00
Special

Product Size
L
26cm x W 4.5cm x H
10.6cm.

50.00

45.00
Special

Product Size
L
26cm x W 4.5cm x H
10.6cm.

49.00

39.95
Super Special

Dimensions

helicopters. Bonus accessories include extra main rotor
blades, tail rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points
and colour English manual with specific flying
instructions. Value to customer $8
Medium Size Helicopters

Skytech

Syma

M2

S32

This Skytech M2 3 Channel Helicopter is the ideal for
beginners to learn indoor & outdoor flying when there is
no wind. It is extremely stable and easy to fly. If you
can handle the smaller indoor coaxle helicopters, this M2
is a must have in your collection. Recommended for
beginners to intermediate flyers. Can fly outdoors in
calm conditions. Equipped with a bright white LED light at
the front and flashing lights on the tail boom. Avaiable
in Blue and Red colours

• 3 Channel Radio Controlled Helicopter made by
Syma
• Attractive Flashing lights on the tail boom and
white spot light for night flight
• Charging time: 60 mins. Flying time approx. 812mins
• Flight Range Approx. 30m, Suitable for Indoor
flight or Outdoor with *NO wind conditions
• Excellent hovering and flying performance
• Spring release ascend/descend throttle
• Made by Syma. Available in Red or Blue
• Mid size Heli, suitable for beginners, Very easy to
fly!

The S32 hovers like magic out of the box, The Syma S32 SO32G comes in 2 frequencies: 27Mhz or 40Mhz and
helicopter is extremely well made.The alloy frame has
S32 has a 2.4GHz transmitter.
proven to withstand many crashes. It has a flying range
up to 50m with a flying height of 60m. It's true to life
design flying capabilities makes it a treat to fly.
Equipped with a two speed rear motor/rotor for faster
movement when flying outdoors. Includes USB charger,
40 mins charging time provides 10-12 minutes flying
time. Ideal for flyers with no experience – Super Stable,
Fantastic to Fly Indoor or Outdoor in No wind Conditions.
Comes in 3 attractive colours: Blue, Lime Green/Yellow
and Red/Yellow

89.00

79.95

Size: L 320m x H 140
x W 50mm (Mid Size
Heli)

Product Size:
L 37cm x W 6.5cm x
H15cm

Image
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Brand

Swann and
Syma

Swann

Skytech

Product Name

Swann Air Conqueror
&
SO32G

Black Swann

M6

Model/Part No

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

Swann or Syma SO32G indoor & outdoor 3.5 Channel
Radio controlled mid size helicopters are equipped with
Gyroscopic balancing system and has a flying range up
to 50m with a flying height of 30m. It's true to life
design flying capabilities makes it a treat to fly.
Equipped with a two speed rear motor/rotor for faster
SWTOY-CONQORmovement when flying outdoors. Includes A/C charger,
SO32G
40 mins charging time provides 10-12 minutes flying
time. Bonus accessories include extra main rotor blades,
tail rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points and colour
English manual with specific flying instructions. Value to
customer $12

These 3.5Channel helicopters are equipped with an
advanced Gyroscopic Auto Stabilization System which
enables extremely stable flying. It has outstanding
performance in hovering and movement. The new
highly designed durable plastic body with alloy frame
is extremely durable and perfect for beginners &
intermediate flyers. Recommended for indoor flying
or outdoors in calm conditions. This is a must have
helicopter in your collection. Colours: Swann - Blue
or Syma - Red

Swann Black Swan (Video)The Black Swann is
designed to impress. Complete control in your hands, the
game console-style remote control makes Black Swann
simple to fly with Easy Fly Gyro technology to selfstabilize flight levels and the ability to vary flight speed
using the throttle control stick. Record all your missions
on video at the push of a button by adding a Micro SD
Card (takes up to 32GB). Then easily transfer the files to
your PC using a standard SD card reader. From there it's
SWTOY-BSWANN- easy to share your exploits with family and friends by
uploading the videos to your favorite websites such as
AU
Youtube, Facebook and more.
Use the included cables to charge the chopper for up to
60 minutes from the AC power adapter. Once charged,
you're up and away with up to 8-10 minutes stealth flying
time per charge!
Flight Time Per Charge 6 - 8 minutes
Battery Charge Time 70 minutes via AC mains

With its matte black coloring, sleek lines and quiet
operation, the Black Swann is like the real stealth
helicopters designed to be invisible to radar. The
Black Swann has a built-in camera and records 640 x
480 video to MicroSD card in flight. Once safely
home, you can review whether your mission has been
successful by transferring and viewing the AVI video
files on your PC.The Range up to 100ft (30m). Vary
how fast you fly using the 2-speed tail rotor
controller, stabilize flight levels with Swann's EasyFly Gyro technology and use the 6-way multidirectional controls to move up, down, backwards,
forwards and make left and right turns.
Helicopter Battery Built-in 3.7V Li-poly Rechargable
from AC mains
Media Type Micro SD 1GB (supports up to 32 GB).
Record Time 10 Minutes = 450MB AVI Video

This new Skytech M6 Helicopter is a high quality 3.5
channel medium size indoor helicopter with built-in gyro
and a metal frame for durability. The M6 helicopter is a
great model for any beginner and comes pre-assembled
and ready to fly. It is the size in between the popular
Syma SO32G and SO31G. Simple-to-use controls allow
you to fly, Up/down, Left/Right, Forward/Backward and
the gyroscope mechanism ensures stability for superior
performance. This new M6 has digital trim controls and
fast/slow modes.

Military Helicopters

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Swann 79.00
SO32G 79.00

Copter Doctor
Price

Swann = 74.95
(Limited Stock)
Syma = $69.95

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Box Size:
L
62 X W 12 X H 24cm
Product Size:
L 37cm x W 6.5cm x
H15cm
Gross Weight: 935g
(Medium Size Heli)

99.00

89.95

69.00

59.95

Product Size:
Rotor Diameter 10.8"
(275mm)
Dimensions 15" x
2.4" x 5.9"
380mm x 60mm x
150mm
Weight 0.29 lbs /
130g (Helicoptor
only)
12
Pcs per box

Battery 3.7V 1050mAh Li-poly
Charging time About 90 minutes
Flying time About 8-10 minutes
Controlling distance About 30-50 meters
Colours: Bronze or White/Black
Size: L 495mm x W
95mm x H 195mm
(Large Helicopter)

Image
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Brand

Swann

Syma

Foda

ATTOP Toys

Product Name

Military Thunder

Apache

Skywolf

Black Hawk

Model/Part No

SW391-SCT

S009G

Product Description
Swann Military Thunder (Small Chinook) is a very
popular 3.5 Channel Infrared controlled indoor helicopter
equipped with an advanced gyroscopic balancing system.
It is extremely fun to fly and has a flying range up to
10m. Includes USB charger, 30 mins charging time with
8-10 minutes flying time.
Bonus accessories include 8 extra main rotor blades,
screw driver, landing pad with points and colour English
manual with specific flying instructions and USB charging
cable. Value to customer $10.

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

This popular Military Chinook helicopter is equipped
with Gyroscopic Auto Stabilization System and 4-in-1
infrared controller. It has outstanding performance
in hovering and movement. This unusual helicopter
can fly smoothly with precise and fast movements
due to individual speed control ability of front and
rear motors from the remote itself. The new highly
designed durable plastic body is almost indestructible
in any crash, perfect for beginners & adventurers
flyers. Equipped with a bright LED light at the
bottom of the fuselage. You can fly this helicopter
faster than most micro helicopters available in the
market.

48.95

40.00
Special

Product Size
L
26.5cm x W 4cm x H
10.5cm
(Small
Micro Heli)

90.00

70.00

L 30cm x 10.5cm x H
13cm (Medium Size
Heli)

79.00

60.00
Special (Limited
Stock)

Syma Mid Size Apache 3Ch Remote Controlled RC
helicopter is a Full Function 3 Channel Apache which is
fantastic to fly. It has superb control and handling
capability and extremely fun to fly. The helicopter is
equipped with a very advanced Auto Stabilizing
Gyroscopic balancing system for simplest controls and
extreme stability. This Apache also has a bright strobing
LED head lights so that you can fly in the night.

3.7V 400mAh Li-polymer Rechargeable Battery
Real Helicopter Performance
Flight Stabilizing System with
A 45 - 60 minutes charge equal to 10-15 minutes
flight with a Flight Range upto 50-100 ft or 30m.
Gyroscopic Auto stabilization system, 3 Ch. Radio
Controlled 20-30m range, 60 mins charging time
with8-10 mins flying, AC charger)

Foda Skywolf is designed to impress. Complete control
in your hands,the Skywolf is equipped with easy Fly Gyro
technology to self-stabilize flight levels and the ability to
vary flight speed using the throttle control stick.

The Range up to 150ft (50m). Stabilized flight
levels with Gyro technology and use the 6-way multidirectional controls to move up, down, backwards,
forwards and make left and right turns.
Helicopter Battery Built-in 7.4V Li-poly 500mAh
Rechargable from AC mains

F315

Helicopter Flight Time Per Charge 6 - 8 minutes
Helicopter Battery Charge Time 70 minutes via AC
mains

This 3.5 Channel Black Hawk has a beautiful detailed
fuselage inspired form the real UH-60 Blackhawk. It flies
extremely stable which is also great for first time fliers.
Rarely you find many Military models that can actually fly
combined with good detailing. Since it is light in weight,
it is almost indestructible. LED lights can be turned on
and off from the remote. You can also land & take off on
wheels.

www.copterdoctor.com.au

Flight time is approximately 5-6 minutes after 25-40
minutes of charging. Built in Gyro
Battery : 7.4V 550mAh Lipo Battery (Included). Easy
to change batteries & you can get non-stop flying by
swapping batteries as not many toy grade helicopters
have interchangeable batteries (spare battery not
included).
Included in the package 1 X Spare Tail Blade, 1 X
Spare Linkage Rod, 1 X Screw Driver and Battery
Charger.

89.95

79.95

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

L 21.5 x W 5.3
x H 9.5cm
Size:

Main Blade Diameter
: 250mm
Length : 260mm
Height : 130mm
Width : 60
Weight (Battery
included) : 150g

Image
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Brand

Syma

Syma

AppTop Toys

Hunting Sky

Product Name

Big Chinook

Big Chinook

Model/Part No

SO22

S34

Apache

FX350

Apache Attack
Helicopter

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Product Description

Product Specifications

The Syma S022 big Chinook or the Swann Air Force is the
Army helicopter that everyone will enjoy- not just the
boys! The Syma S022 helicopter is easy flying for all and
for the beginner that is learning maneuvering, the Syma
S022 big ch-47 Chinook helicopter means ideal learning
with its light weight yet large and durable body. 3
Channel, 30m range Radio Control & flies over 50m high,
8-10 mins flying time, manual trim control, front & rear
motor power can be individually adjusted

SO22 is a 3 Channel helicopter with a 30m Radio
Control range & flies over 50m high with 10-12 mins
flying time. It is a non-gyro heliocpter with manual
trim control and front & rear motor power can be
powered individually to fly faster inside or outside in
no wind conditions. This helicopter is extremely
enjoyable and challanging to fly!

The attractive all new S34 Chinook is equipped with all
the awesome features you’ll come to expect from Syma
with new features such as flashing lights, Gyro, digital
trims, bigger battery and a 2.4GHz LCD transmitter. The
built-in gyro makes this big Chinook extremely stable.
The 2.4GHz radio system uses spread spectrum
technology and the control distance of the chopper is
vastly improved compared to the predecessor. The S34
can also be flown by beginners. The all new S34 Chinook
is a must have in your collection.
Colours: Army Green or Grey

The 2.4 GHz allows a greater range over 50m and
more helicopters can be flown at the same time. The
transmitter also has a LCD screen that displays trim
and flight states of the helicopter. A high and low
speed switch on the transmitter allows the pilot to
control the speed remotely. 7.4v 500mah Lithium
Polymer battery provides good power and about 1012 minutes of flight time. Extremely stable to fly
indoor or outdoor in light wind conditions. These
Chinooks are well known to fly well outside compared
to average co-axial helicopters.

This 3.5 Channel Radio Control large Apache
Helicopter is equipped with a superior Gyro and is
extremely easy to fly. The detailed fuselage gives a
realistic look and a must have in enthusiasts military
helicopter collection. The powerful 131PH motors help fly
outside in no wind conditions. Comes in a very attractive
box.

Battery: 3.7V 1000mAH Li-Poly Battery Pack
Charging time: 90min with 10 minutes flying time.
Control distance: 60m
Flight height: 60m

2.4GHz Single Rotor 4 Channel Outdoor Comanche
Attack Helicopter
This mean looking single rotor 4 channel 2.4GHz
helicopter has exceptional smooth hovering capabilities
with speed and agility. It can fly outdoors in slight wind
conditions. It has a fashionable single aerofoil design and
comes in two colours Army Green and Grey. Equipped
with a full function 4 channel radio control for Up/Down,
Left /Right, Forward/Backward,Fly Left Sideway, Right
sideway, 360 Rotation, Hover, Roll and Land.

- Charging time: 1.5 hours
- Flying time: 10-15 minutes
- Control Range: Up to 100m
- Battery for helicopter:7.4V 850mAh Li-poly
- Frequency: 2.4GHz
- Protective function: over-charge & dual protection
against motor overload
-4
Channel Radio Control
- Built in
Gyro for Extra Stability

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Length: 46cm
Width: 8cm
99.00

69.95

Height: 18cm

Length: 46cm
Width: 8cm
110.00

89.00

99.00

79.00

129.00

110.00

Height: 18cm

Length: 388mm
Width: 144mm
Height: 190mm
Main Rotor: 260mm
Tail Rotor: 50mm

L:45.5 x H:13.8 x
W:14.8cm

Image
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description
RTF Military Heli, Outdoor Coaxial 2.4GHz

Extreme

Attack Helicopter

X350

The Attack 350 is built off the platform of the best selling
X-350 5B1 helicopter. That means it's easy to fly, and we
mean fly! Only Extreme-Flyers Co-Axial helicopters, with
their unique, patented 5 channel mixed anti-wind tail
rotor design, can fly in outdoor wind conditions. What's
more, the Attack 350 has proper control authority and
the power to fly fast forward flight! Experienced or not,
you'll call it exciting. From learning to hover, to flying fast
outdoors, the Attack 350 is the most fun, most exciting
Co-Axials available!
You'll never look at Co-Axials the same way again.

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications
Motors: Electric RK180W * 2 pcs + N30, 1Current
controller output: built-in Gyro 5-in-1, Servos,
Battery: Li-poly 850 mAh, 11.1V, The range of
equipment: more than 1 km, Speed 40 Km/h
Transmitter: 5 Ch RC 2.4 GHz GFSK & Receiver 5 CH,
2.4Ghz 5-in-a GFSK, flying range 600m. Can
withstand crashes due to the design of the structure
and rigid materials with excellent heat dissipation
through the frame. Equipped with an electronic fuse
for auto circuit protection.
When flying outside wings should be folded.
Excellent hovering capability due to twin rotor blades
system, yet performs outdoors similar to a single
rotor helicopter with stability & ease. Available both
Series 1-350A or Series 2-X350. Both models are
amazingly stable, fast and fantastic to fly. Available
in Mode 1.

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Series 2-$250

Series 2-$189

L: 540 mm, H: 250
Main rotor dia: 476
mm & Tail dia:
70mm.
Weight
470g

120.00

89.00
(Special Price
Limited Stock)

L: 610mm
H:
260mm
Main
rotor dia. 510mm

120.00

110.00
SOLD OUT

Size: L 760mm x W
140mm x H 305mm
(Extra Large Heli)

140.00

139.00

Length: 670mm
Width: 130 Height:
305mm Weight: 2Kg
(Extra Large Heli)

Dimensions

Large Helicopters

Double
Horse

Skytech

Syma

Volitation

9053

Volitation is a Full function 3.5 channel radio controlled
helicopter which has real life helicopter styling equipped
with a built in Gyro for Extra Stability. Unique material
withstands crashes, Newly designed super strong
crashworthy propeller, Altitude and rotor speed control
for stable flying

Auto stabilization system, 100m flying height & 60m
range, 3 Channel AC charger, 60-80 mins charging &
10 mins flying time

This all new Skytech M1 Hurricane is a high quality
3.5 channel XX large helicopter designed to fly with ease.
Perfect for beginners and experienced flyers for indoor or
outdoor flying in no wind conditions. With night light on
you can fly in the dark. Uses low voltage. Equipped with
double protection function to make it more safer.

Battery 7.4V, 1500mAh Lithium battery
Charging time About 90 minutes
Flying time About 10-12 minutes
Controlling distance About 50-80 meters
Colors available: Burgundy or White & Gold

M1

S33

All new Syma Extra Large RC Helicopter
Largest SYMA ever! All new 2.4 Ghz 3.5 Channel,
Powerful and Elegant can fly outdoors during calm
conditions.
Powerful motors make real helicopter sound, Alloy
structure, attractive unique design, Gyroscope system for
super stability, Control Range 100m, Flying Height 80m,
Electronic fine-tuning, Extremely stable flying, 3.5
channel with power saving mode, Advanced intelligent
balance system. Available in three colours Red, Blue
and Lime Green.

■Helicopter Battery: 7.4V 1500mAh Li-Polymer
Battery and Balance Charger
■Charging Time: About 60-90 minutes
■Flying Time: About 6-7 minutes
■Controlling Distance: About 50m

Image
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Brand

Double
Horse

Product Name

Out Door Helicopter

Model/Part No

9101

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

DH9101 Features, High Efficient Life Like Contour
Design, Super Strong Alloy Structure, Stable Flying
with Electronic Fine Tuning & Advanced Intelligent
Balance System, New Digital Full 3.5 Channel
Doulbel Horse 9101 large Outdoor 3.5 Channel Radio
Control, Speed Ability Aided by a Large Rear
controlled large helicopter with Gyro has a flying range
Propeller. Built in Gyro for stability.
up to 80m with a flying height of 100m. Built with
• Flies over 100m high
durable alloy frame including metal balance bar for extra • 2 powerful 180 main motors + N20 tail motor
rigity and this model comes in two colours Black and
• Newly designed super strong crash worthy propeller
Silver and Black and Yellow. Includes A/C charger, 90• Altitude and rotor speed control
100 mins charging duration with 12-15 minutes flying
• Flight stabilizing system
time. 7.4v Li-ion Battery with self-protection technology • Super lightweight airframe
• Brake for easy landing
• Up to 80m radio control range
• Suitable for flying in no wind conditions

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

120.00

Copter Doctor
Price

95.00
(Special Price
Limited Stock)

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Product Size:
L 71 X W 27.5 X
H
53.5cm
6 Pcs
per box (Extra Large
Heli)

4 Channel Coaxial Helicopters

Swann or
Syma

Foda

Swann Sky Slider features 4 channel performance
with built-in gyro system makes flying more steady, fast
& adventerous. High quality and unique design and it is
very tough and crashworthy. Swann Sky Slider comes
with attractive Purple & White colour canopy and can
move sideways.
Equipped with night front LED light for convenient flying
in the dark.
Sky Slider

S008G SWTOY-SLIDER-GL
Bonus accessories include extra main rotor blades, tail
rotor, screw driver, landing pad with points, USB cables
and colour English manual with specific flying
instructions.
Colour available
in Purple and White only

F417

This latest new 4 channel Gyro version equipped with
2.4 Ghz radio controller allows up to 9 people to fly
simultaneously and in large areas without interference. It
has realistic flying characteristics with side movements
due to the servos and pitching of the blades. Durable
plastic canopy & steel body is almost indestructible in any
crash, perfect for very first time flyers. Can be flown
outside in no wind conditions. Flying range more than
10m.

Newly released advanced 4 channel Gyro version is
extremely sturdy and fantastic to fly. Material: ABS
plastic, electronic components and alloy structure.Battery for helicopter: built-in 3.7V 150mAh
rechargeable lithium battery.
- USB charging.
- Charging time: about 30 minutes.
- Flying time: about 8 minutes.
- Flying height: about 10m.
- Remote control range: about 8-10m.
- Smooth hovering performance, long battery life and
easy to operate.
- Suitable for indoor flying.
- Suitable for intermediate flyers.

Supplied with removable rechargeable battery & USB
charger. Additional batteries can be purchased.
Charging time 15-20 mins with 8-10 mins flying time.
F417 is an ideal helicopter to learn the controls &
movements of a 4 channel, before trying the big
ones. Previous model shown. New improved model
available in 3 Colours Red, Blue & Bronze.

Product Size:
18.5x9x4cm

60.00

49.95

69.95

55.00 (Special)

Box Size:
40.5x23.9x7.2cm
(Small
Micro heli)

L 21.5 x W 5.3
x H 9.5cm
Size:

Image
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Brand

Vitality

Product Name

Model/Part No

This 2.4 GHz 4 Channel Coaxial Big Horse RC
Helicopter is beautifully designed and made with high
strength metal to with stand crashes. All advanced pilots
are impressed with this new amazing helicopter, at the
same time it is perfect for beginners to get into 4 channel
flying. It is able to fly freely in 6 directions, as a high
performance 4Ch 2.4Ghz controller is included.
Interference is no longer a problem anymore, so it can fly
stably and smoothly with easy to learn controls. Grab one
now before they all fly off the shelves!

Big Horse

AVATAR

Product Description

YD711

2Oth Century Film Certified, and inspired by James
Cameron's movie Avatar, this 4.5 Channel helicopter is
equipped with a 2.4Ghz radio control system with built-in
GYROSCOPE. RC Helicopter has precise code pairing and
strong anti-jamming system. Main lights and colorful
Navigation Lights are useful to fly in the dark and can be
controlled remotely to switch on/off by using the
transmitter.

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

Attractive flashing side lights, amazing flight
distances, long battery life, stunningly durable, and
Ready to Fly. Flexible blades, Flight stabilizing
system with Rotor and Altitude Speed Control, Easy
Landing Brake feature, MOPS (Motor Overload
Protection System)
Beautiful LED lights, 2.4GHz 4 Channel remote
control for un interrupted long distance flying.
Battery: 7.4V 850mAh rechargeable Lithium battery,
Flying height: 50 meters, Remote control
distance:100-150 meters, Flying time:8-10 minutes,
Charging time :80-120 minutes

Twin Coaxial structure with stable flight, prompt
reaction, sensitive operation
Function: Up / Down, Forward / Backward, Turn left /
right, Drift Sideways
360 Degree accurate localization, Hovering, Suitable
14+ years
Can fly outdoors in calm no wind conditions

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

140.00

120.00

149.00

110.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Length: 415 mm
Width: 80 mm x
Height: 190 mm Main
Rotor Diameter: 450
mm Weight: 355g

N/A

5 Channel Outdoor Helicopters

Extreme

Night Ranger

X350

Extreme X350 Night Ranger Windmaster Series 2, 5
channel coaxial helicopter is designed to fly outdoors.
These are seriously powerful, fast and agile outdoor
coaxial helicopters with a patent design that can handle
winds up to 13 Kmh, thanks to powerful Neodym magnet
motors with pitching main rotor blades, equipped with an
additional powerful tail rotor, which makes it 5 channel. It
flies outdoor better than any other coaxial helicopter
thanks to 5 channel technology, 5th channel to activate
the rear tail rotor when required, which makes the
helicopter achieves top speed. Series 2 has an improved
and sturdier landing skids and an attracive canopy plus
digital trimmer controls in the transmitter.

Motors: Electric RK180W * 2 pcs + N30, 1Current
controller output: built-in Gyro 5-in-1, Servos,
Battery: Li-poly 850 mAh, 11.1V, The range of
equipment: more than 1 km, Speed 40 Km/h
Transmitter: 5 Ch RC 2.4 GHz GFSK & Receiver 5 CH,
2.4Ghz 5-in-a GFSK, flying range 600m. Can
withstand crashes due to the design of the structure
and rigid materials with excellent heat dissipation
through the frame. Equipped with an electronic fuse
for auto circuit protection.
When flying outside wings should be folded.
Excellent hovering capability due to twin rotor blades
system, yet performs outdoors similar to a single
rotor helicopter with stability & ease. Available both
Series 1-350A or Series 2-X350. Both models are
amazingly stable, fast and fantastic to fly. Available
in Mode 1.

Series 2-$250

Series 2-$189

L: 510 mm, H: 245
Main rotor dia: 476
mm & Tail dia:
70mm.
Weight
470g
4 Pcs per
Box

Image
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description
RTF Military Heli, Outdoor Coaxial 2.4GHz

Extreme

Attack Helicopter

X350

The Attack 350 is built off the platform of the best selling
X-350 5B1 helicopter. That means it's easy to fly, and we
mean fly! Only Extreme-Flyers Co-Axial helicopters, with
their unique, patented 5 channel mixed anti-wind tail
rotor design, can fly in outdoor wind conditions.

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications
Motors: Electric RK180W * 2 pcs + N30, 1Current
controller output: built-in Gyro 5-in-1, Servos,
Battery: Li-poly 850 mAh, 11.1V, The range of
equipment: more than 1 km, Speed 40 Km/h
Transmitter: 5 Ch RC 2.4 GHz GFSK & Receiver 5 CH,
2.4Ghz 5-in-a GFSK, flying range 600m.
Also See under military Helicopters for more
details and specifications.

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Series 2-$250

Series 2-$189

L: 540 mm, H: 250
Main rotor dia: 476
mm & Tail dia:
70mm.
Weight
470g

45.00

29.95
Super Special

Size:
L:
210 x W: 50 x H:
90mm

Dimensions

Single Rotor 2 & 3.5 Channel Helicopters

Skytech

Double
Horse

Syma

Auto Cruise

Air Max

Assault

M19

9103

F4

M19 is a Mini Rechargeable 2-CH RC helicopter
has a removeable battery design for longer flying, and
has auto cruise, which means the heliopter will only go
forward when the right hand joy stick is either turn to left
or right. It is challenging to fly and certainly ot for
beginners, but will immense thrill to experienced flyers.
This can also be used as an introductory helicopter for
single rotor flying.
It can fly up and down, anticlockwise rotation, clockwise
rotation with forward movement.
Built-in gyro for accurate positioning
Low voltage protection to protect the battery from
damage.
Colors:Red/White and Black/Orange

Remote control powered by 4 x AA batteries (Battery
not included)
Function: Up, Down, Anticlockwise Rotation,
Clockwise Rotation
•Battery: 3.7V 100mAH Li-poly
•Charging time: About 25 minutes (USB charging)
•Flying time: About 6-8 minutes
•Controlling distance: About 10 meters

Note: Not suitable for children under 14 years

The Double Horse 3.5 Channel Air Max is a beautifully
designed Single Rotor structure helicopter built with a
lightweight alloy frame for durability. The High tech Servo
and Gyroscope System gives this heli a nimble and stable
flight ability. It has Quick/Slow toggle buttons beside the
throttle to change the speed modes. This single rotor heli
flies more aggressive and faster than your regular coaxial helis. The durability for the 9103 is top-notch due to
its highly flexible balance bar and blades. It also has a
bright LED headlight for flying in the dark.
Recommended only for experienced flyers. Indoor
use only. Approximate range: 10m-30m.

3 Selectable Frequencies, Let's You Fly Up To 3
Helicopters At Once
NEW Single Blade Structure
NEW Metal FrameBody for extra durabilities
NEW Gyroscope System for simpliest controls and
stability with Awesome Look and Design
Inbuilt rechargeable battery type: 3.7v 300mAh Liion. Approximate USB recharging time from flat to
full capacity 20 minutes with 8-10 mins flying time.
Bright strobing muti-color LED headlights!
Auto Stable & Precision Speed
Small Size Provides Agility and Speed
Made of Unique Material to Withstand Crashes
Super Wide Infrared Control

The Syma F4 Assault 3Ch 2.4G Single Blade R/C
Helicopter is ideal for beginers to get experience in single
rotor flying.
The Syma F4 Assault remote control helicopter is unlike
others it is very easy to fly. This makes the helicopter
easier to control in the air and more stable due to an
increase in wind resistance. The Syma F4 Single Rotor
helicopter with Gyro is the next level up from the co-axial
helicopter. The single rotor will enable you to fly faster
and be more agile in the air. This model is for indoor use
but the single rotor design also enables you to fly
outdoors on calm days. It's addictive to fly and can be
piloted inside or out with great ease.

The 3ch RC helicopter with gyro auto stabilizes during
flight and allows you to go up, down, left, right,
forward, and backward3-channel movement. Single
blade design, Enhanced wind resistance & Gyro
stabilisation technology
Double protect safety cut-out
USB charging, as well as a 2.4G operating frequency
for enhanced control over a 30 metre range.
Rechargeable 3.7v 150mAh LiPo battery
•Flying Time: Approx. 6-8 minutes
•Charging Time: Approx. 30-40 minutes Colours Red
or Black depending on the availability.

70.00

49.95
Special

Rotor Diameter:
225mm.
Overall Length:
250mm.
Height: 65mm.
(Small Micro heli)

70.00

55.00

Length: 21.5cm
Width: 4cm
Height: 9cm

Image
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Brand

Double
Horse

Double
Horse

Product Name

Sports Helicopter

Out Door Helicopter

Model/Part No

Product Description

Product Specifications

This Single Rotor 3.5 Channel Sports Helicopter is
the ideal for beginners to learn outdoor flying with single
rotor helicopters. It is extremely fast and different to
flying double rotor coaxial helicopters. If you can handle
the smaller indoor DH 9103 Air Max, this 9100 is a must
have in your collection. Recommended for intermediate
to advance flyers. Can fly outdoors in calm conditions.

• Alloy & Carbon Fibre structure, a unique design for
extra rigidity
• Electronic fine-tuning for more stable flight &
All-round 3 channel control
• Advanced intelligent balance system and fitted with
servos, it flies like a 4 channel
• Battery: 7.4v Lipo Battery, Charging time: 90min
with Flying Time: 10 - 14min
(Built in Gyro for Extra Stability)

DH9100

Doulbel Horse 9104 large Outdoor 3.5 Channel Radio
controlled single rotor helicopter with Gyro has a flying
range up to 100m with a flying height of 50m. Built with
9104 Single Rotor durable alloy frame including metal balance bar for extra
rigity and this model comes in two colours Red and Blue.
This helicopter is very fast and aggressive and suitable
for experienced flyers only.

Syma F1 Armor. This neat medium-sized 3.5 Ch RC
Helicopter is perfect for pilots of all skill levels. It features
a gyro for precise movement and increased stability
whether flying or hovering. Suitable for flying indoors and
outdoors in mild wind conditions.

Syma

Armor

F1

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

F1 Armor is very easy to fly unlike other 3.5 channel
single rotor helicopters. Super stable and agile, with high
and low speed mode switch, beginners can practice in
lower speed first and then switch to high speed mode.
Highly recommended before flying single rotor 4 Channel
helicopters.
Available in Red/Black or Silver

Single Rotor and 4 Channel Helicopters

DH9104 has a carbon fibre and strong Alloy
Structure, Stable Flying with Electronic Fine Tuning &
Advanced Intelligent Balance System, New Digital
Full 3.5 Channel Control, Speed Ability Aided by a
Large Rear Propeller. Built in Gyro for stability.
Includes A/C charger, 90-100 mins charging duration
with 12-15 minutes flying time. 7.4v 1300mAh LiPo
Battery with self-protection technology

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

110.00

70.00
Super
Special (Limited
Stock)

Main Rotor Diameter:
380mm
Fuselage Length:
490mm &Height:
140mm
(Medium Size heli)

120.00

79.00
Super
Special (Limited
Stock)

Size: 710mm
Weight: 480g Main
Rotor diameter:
490mm (Large
Helicopter)

99.00

89.00

Dimensions

Helicopeter Battery: 7.4V 650mAh Li-Polymer
Charging Time: About 30-40 minutes
Flying Time: About 8 minutes
Controllng Distance: About 50m

Lenghth: 53cm
Height: 15.5 Width:
7.5cm
(Mid
size heli)
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Brand

WL Toy

Product Name

2.4GHz Single Rotor

Model/Part No

V911

F3

Syma

Lofty

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

Weight (without power system) : 27.8g
Power supply: Li-polymer Battery 3.7V 120mAh
/15C(included)
This new single rotor WL V911 single rotor RC
Flight distance :80-100M
helicopter is equipped with the latest Gyroscope and 4
4CH copter Micro Series , 2.4 GHZ overclocking
channel technology combined with single rotor fixed
remote control
pitch to fly both indoors and outdoor. The V911
Function: 3D Omni-Directional flight, rise, fall,
helicopter is agile, versatile and easy to fly, plus it lets
forward,backward, turn left, turn right,360 turn left
you control the speed, you can either fly in low or at high side flying right side flying hover
speed by simply switching the speed control button. This
helicopter is the stepping stone for 4 channel single rotor
outdoor flying for 3 channel coaxial or single rotor
helicopter flyers. Supplied with two batteries and USB
balance charger for quick charging and extra flying time.

Take to the skies with the Syma F3 4.5CH 2.4GHz RC
Helicopter! This stylish RC Helicopter has a single main
rotor and an internal gyro for precise movement and
increased stability whether flying or hovering. Syma
introduces its newest F3 4 channel fixed pitch helicopter!
If you are familiar or have flown the F fleet of choppers,
you'll know exactly how stable it is! Even beginners can
fly easily.
It can go forward, backward, up, down, left, right, strafe
left, strafe right and hover. There is no assembly
necessary, so all you have to do is charge it and then its
ready to go! Best of all, it comes with two rechargeable
batteries so you'll always be ready to fly! The Syma F3
4.5CH 2.4GHz RC Helicopter is a must have for fans of
helicopters who want to pilot a traditional RC helicopter
with all the advanced features!

2.4GHz Single Rotor 4 Channel Outdoor Sports
Helicopter (Ready To Fly)
Based on the
Twister 400 Sports Helicopter, this 4 channel heliopter is
an ideal choice for the intermediate pilots as it features
professional 4-channel operation and stable flight
characteristics. . This heli has an extremely attractive
Single Rotor Sports canopy & equipped with a 2.4GHz 4 channel radio.
Heli
Beginner and advanced flight modes, powerful LiPo
battery and LiPo charger included. The ideal introduction
to outdoor R/C helicopters. Remote range 100m with 10
minutes flying time. Can fly in slight wind conditions.
Extremely easy to fly.

The new F3 is equipped with all the awesome
features you’ll come to expect from Syma with new
features such as onboard gyro, fixed pitch rotor head,
and a 2.4ghz LCD transmitter. •4CH Control
•Gyro Stabilization
•Single Main Rotor
•Durable Frame
•LCD On Transmitter
• 2.4 GHz Transmitter
•2 3.7V LiPo Batteries
•USB Charging Cable And Charger
•Spares Blade

Fixed pitch helicopter for intermediate and advanced
pilots. Small and lightweight, it can be flown indoors
or outdoors in calm conditions so almost anyone can
enjoy the fun of R/C helicopter flight.
Alloy & Carbon Fibre structure, a unique design for
extra rigidity.
Battery: 7.4V 800mAh LiPo

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Product Size:
L 22 X W 8.2
Main Blade
Length:19.2cm
89.00

79.00
(Small Micro heli)

79.00

69.00

120.00

110.00

Length: 25cm
Width: 6cm
Height: 9cm

Length: 43.8cm
Width: 8cm Height:
15.1cm (Mid Size
heli)
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Brand

Vitality

WL Toy

MJX

Product Name

Model/Part No

Mad Speed

Sky Dancer

F Series

V912

F45

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Product Description

Product Specifications

2.4 GHz 4 Channel Single Rotor design
Flight stabilizing systemThis detailed Single Rotor Vitality
Mad Speed RC Helicopter is beautifully designed and
made in high strength metal, so it can survive more
crashes and hard landings than all other competitors in
the same class. All advanced pilots are impressed with
this amazing coaxial helicopter, at the same time it is
perfect for beginners to get into their new hobby in
outdoor flying. 7.4V 850mAh rechargeable Lithium
battery.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOISy4GpPiw

It is able to fly freely in 6 directions, as a high
performance 4Ch 2.4Ghz controller is included.
Interference is no longer a problem anymore, so it
can fly stably and smoothly with easy to learn
controls. Attractive flashing side lights, amazing flight
distances, long battery life, stunningly durable, and
Ready to Fly.
Rotor and Altitude Speed Control
MOPS (Motor Overload Protection System)
High strength and lightweight metal frame
Beautiful LED lights
2.4GHz 4 Channel remote control

V912 Sky Dancer is a 4 channel Single rotor helicopter
is designed to fly outdoors. This is a seriously powerful,
fast and agile outdoor helicopter with a patent design
that can handle mild to medium winds, thanks to
powerful motors with pitching main rotor blades.
Equipped with a powerful tail rotor to keeps it stable
working in harmony with the gyroscopic balancing
system. The remote control has interchangeable modes
capable of changing Modes 1 to 2 by simply flicking a
switch. The Remote control unit is compatible with V911
helicpters. This mid size hobby grade helicopter is
extremely fun to fly.

Functioin: Rise, fall, forward,backward, turn left, turn
right,360 turn left side flying right side flying hover
Control Distance: About 100m
Flight Altitude: About 100m
Flying Time: About 8 Minutes
Charging Time: About 100 Minutes
INPUT:AC110V~240V 50/60Hz
Transmitter Battery: 4 x AA Battery (Not Included)
Helicopter Battery: Rechargable 7.4V 850mAh
(Included)

This MJX Single Rotor 4ch large helicopter is capable of 2.4Ghz Remote Control with LCD display (Selection of
taking photos and videos, as well as complicated fancy
MODE 1 / MODE 2 fom the remote).
moves such as perfected hovering, different speed
7.4v 1500mAh Li-Po Battery & AC Chager.
control, slight tilting, sideways flying and turning all at
the same time!
You can purchase a camera and fit onto this helicopter.
There are four operating modes (Mode 1-4) to choose
from which means you can switch around on the
acceleration controls from left to right according to your
preference on the LCD remote control monitor! LED
headlights make night time flying easier. This intelligent
helicopter is fitted with a MEMS gyroscope that is able to
correct the flight path if it happens to be blown off course
by the wind! Spare Main Blades included.
Colours Red or Green

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

140.00

Copter Doctor
Price

120.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Length: 415mm
Width: 80mm Height:
190 mm
Main Rotor Diameter:
450 mm, Tail Motor
N20 (7.4V)
Weight: 355 grams

160.00

140.00

Length: 52cm
Height: 15.5cm
Width: 8.5cm
Weight: 305g
(Mid Size heli)

199.00

180.00

Length: 70cm
Height:20cm (Large
Size heli)
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Product Description

Product Specifications

This new 4 Channel WL Toys V913 large RC helicopter is
one of the best in the market. The V913 operates on NEW
2.4GHz Spread Spectrum Technology! Range problems
and interference are a thing of the past! With 2.4GHz
technology (automatic identification and precise code
pairing), you may have more than 20 aircrafts flying at
the same field at the same time! That's not all! The V913
even includes a 4 Channel 2.4GHz transmitter with digital
LCD display and has interchangeable modes (Modes 1
and 2) by clicking a switch. The V913 is equipped with
Gyroscope System for simpliest controls and stabilities,
Metal Frame & Body for extra durabilities, and awesome
Look and Design. You can enjoy flying in the dark and
amazed your friends and family with the bright head LED!
Get one today before they all fly away!

Function: Side flying Up, Down,Forward,
Backward,Turn Right, Turn Left, Left sideways, Right
sideways.
Heli Battery: 7.4V 1500MAH Lipo Battery
Battery for controller :6 AA (NOT included)
Flying Time: About 8 min after full charge of 60
minutes
Flying Distance: About 150 meter
Frequency: 2.4G
Channel: 4 Channels

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

220.00

190.00

149.95

79.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Length:700mm
Width: 120mm
Height:210mm
(Large Size heli)

Quad Copters

AppTop Toys

Skywalker

Vitality

2.4GHz, 4 channel Alien Jump Jet is RTF (Ready to
fly) with VTOL (Vertical Take Off and Landing). Four
gyroscopically balanced rotors for precision flying. This
ready-to-fly miniature jump jet is inspired by the famous
vertical takeoff Harrier Jets. It can take off, hover, and
land like a helicopter or fly around like a jet! Using
cutting edge flight technology, this craft features four
gyroscopically balanced rotors for precision Omnidirectional flying with metal structure and wings are
made of light foam material for easy assembly after a
crash.

Intruder - Quad
Copter

The Skywalker is one of the most affordable and
popular micro quad-copters available to date. Using an
advanced 4ch 3 Axis gyro control system allows the
Skywalker to fly easily and stable.
2.4ghz transmitter and receiver ensure a solid response
without any interference. It can fly both indoor and
outdoor in slight windy conditions.

UFO

Mini Lady Bird
Quadcopter

H36

Are you ready to enjoy the flight both indoor and
outdoor? This mini Lady Bird 2.4G remote control 4axis UFO is one of the best in the market. 3D capable
with pre-set flips and rolls function.
Powered by 4 powerful micro motors, built in a compact
structure and easy maintenance to ensure its durability.
This Quadcopter can be flown outside even with slight
wind. It is fast, stable and reliable. Spare batteries can
be purchased for continuous flying. Fast and Slow modes
for indoor and outdoor flying.

Suitable for indoor flying and outdoor when there is
no wind. Charging time 20 minutes with 5-6
minutes flying time. package includes aircraft,
remote control handset, built-in rechargeable
batteries, AC adapter, spare propellers and
instruction manual.
Specs: Motors 4,
Weight 65g, Wingspan 34cm, Battery 3S 140mAh Li
Po, Aviate Height 30m

Sturdy construction - No need to worry about light
crashes or bumpy landings 2.4ghz radio system
Battery: 3.7V 250mAh 20C
Radio range: Min. 30m
Flight time: 8-10 min
(We don't offer color chioce,colors will be sent
randomly.)

4CH with 3-axis gyro: up , down, forward,backward,
left and right side fly, hovering, 3D tumbling action
Flying time: about 10 minutes
Charging time: 25 minutes
Remote control : 2.4G LCD display remote（Mode 1
or 2 interchangeable transmitter）
Remote distance (m) : 100-150 meters
Power : 3.7 V 330mAh Lipo Battery

Weight 65g Wingspan
34cm

Dimensions:
9cm x 9cm
69.95

59.00
Height: 4cm

79.00

69.00

Size: 9.5 x 9.5cm
Main wing size: 5.6
CM
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Brand

JXD

Skytech

Syma

Syma

Product Name

Nano Quad

Space Craft

Pioneer

Assault

Model/Part No

Air Bus

M61

X3

X4

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

This 2.4 GHz, 4-Channel Nano Quad the Worlds
smallest Quadcopter brings a new element to remote •Speed up mode with 360° Eversion
controlled Quads with a completely different flying
•100mAh 3.7V Li-po Battery & USB Charger
experience indoor or outdoor. Hovering, banking, forward Available Colours: Green or Yellow
and reverse movements are a refreshing change and
adds a new dimension to RC flying. Stability and agility in
flight simplify professional. The latest 3-axis flight control
system with adjustable gyro sensitivity that permits super
stable flight. Up, Down, Left, Right, Forward, Backward,
Leftward flight, Rightward flight. Suitable for indoor /
outdoor flight
This medium size 2.4 GHz, M61, 4.5 Channel 6D
Quad Copter is super stable and brings remote
controlled helicopters a completely different flying
experience. Hovering, banking, forward, reverse and flips
are a refreshing change and adds a new dimension to RC
flying.
3D flips - Stability and agility in flight simplify
professional 3D maneuvers and revolutions 3D fun; flips
,rolls and more. Interchangeable batteries for longer
flying time. Fast and Slow modes for indoor and outdoor
flying. Additional fittings such as Camera, Bubbles,
Missiles shooting fittings etc can be fitted.

The latest 3-axis flight control system with adjustable
gyro sensitivity that permits super stable flight. 6D
Full flight with various control options for those
piloting the M61: Up, Down, Left, Right, Forward,
Backward, Leftward flight, Rightward flight.
•Range 30m
•Speed up mode with 360° Eversion
•Two Flight Modes:Indoor/Outdoor
•Built-in three axis Gyro
•3.7V 350mah lithium battery, USB Charger

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

69.95

59.00

N/A

L:6.5cm x W:6.5cm
H: 2.45cm

79.00

59.00

N/A

L:20cm x W:20cm ×
6 Cm

Dimensions

The Syma X3 4 Channel quadcopter brings a new
element to radio control helicopters and offers a
completely different experience of flying. It offers a
refreshing change on how to hover, balance, and control
a copter. With the help of an adjustable 3 axis gyro,
stability and agility is achieved effortlessly. Flying the
Syma quadcopter is simple and intuitive allowing the pilot
to enhance their skills quickly. Once you enhance your
skills enough there are settings built in that you can
disable to advance your ability to fly the X3.

3 way precision controller: up/down, left/right,
forward/backward
Speed Increase Mode
360° Flip Mode
Built-in 3 Axis Gyro
Battery for Quadcopter: Li-Po Battery 3.7V 350MAH
(Included in Package)
Battery for Transmiter: 4 pcs of AA Battery (Not
Incluced in Package)
Charging Time: 40-50 minutes
Flight Duration: 6-8 minutes
With 2.4G Transmiter

89.00

79.00

L:24 x W: 22 x
H:6.3cm

Syma X4 4CH 6-Axis RC Quadcopter RTF 2.4Ghz Made of
high quality materials, fine workmanship
Amazingly light-weighted, indestructible in crashes
A beautiful and detailed fuselage
Decorated with flashing LED lights
Multiple functions including up / down, left / right,
forward / backward, turn left / right
A 6-axis gyroscope based on the 4 channels
Switchable transmitter allows for both left and right hand
control (Mode 1 & Mode 2).
360-degree 3D continuous rolling
Body
Material ABS Plastic
Color Yellow & White

Function:up/down,left/right sideward
flight,forward/backword,Turn left/right,With
GYRO/Flash lightsFlight Time Approx. 6-9
minutes
Charging Time About 40 minutes
Battery Rechargeable 3.7V 200mAh Lithium
Battery
Transmitter Brand & Model Syma
Transmitter Battery 4 x 1.5V AA Batteries (Not
Included)
Control Distance About 100 meters

69.95

59.95

L:15 x W: 14 x
H:3.5cm

Image
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Brand

Swann

Syma

Product Name

Quad Starship

Explorer

Model/Part No

SWTOY-QUADST

X5C

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Take control of All new Swann Quad Starship for an RC
flying experience that’s out of this world. Equipped with
Swann’s Easy Fly Gyro system, 4 axis and propellers, the
Quad Starship is simple to control and is designed for
easy multi-direction maneuverability including up, down,
forward, backward, sideway movements and left and
right turn) with flip and stunt tumbles. 2.4 GHz RC Quad
Copter is an extremely stable and easy to fly. Indoor &
Outdoor Flying, 4D Multi-Directional Control. LED lights
for night flying. Slow & High Speed Modes with 3D Flip
functions. Up to 100M transmission. Rotor guards for
added protection.

•4 axis and propellers
•Lightweight construction
•Built for indoor flying
•Performs amazing 4D stunts and tumbles
•2.4 GHz wireless control
•Strong indoor signal up to 100 m (330 ft.)
•Easy Fly Gyro technology
•6 way multi-directional movements: up, down,
forward, backward, left and right
•Charges off the remote control or USB port
•Fully recharged in less than an hour
•Built-in 3.7 V 150 mAh Li-poly
Extremely sturdy. 8 - 10 mins flying. USB charger
and spare rotors included

This amazing all new Camera Quad Copter not only
able to take pictures and make videos, the X5C is also
able to stream live footage to your mobile device via Wifi!
It is supplied with a set of extended legs and clip on
blade protectors with power being supplied via the
included 3.7v 500mAh LiPo battery pack which can be
charged via the supplied USB charger while the control
and movement is controlled by a neat looking 2.4GHz
handset. It has two sets of lights underneath to help with
direction. The X5C is a great gadget for exploring the
house, office or garden! Function:up/down,left/right
sideward fight,forward/backward,turn left/right,with
gyro/flash lights,A 360-degree 3D and special
functions(continuous rolling

Built in video/stills camera
Battery:3.7V 500mAh Li-poly
Charging Time:About 70 mins(USB charging)
Flying time:More than 8 minutes
Controlling Distance: About 50 meters

Copter Doctor
Price

89.95

59.00

189.00

149.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

L:24cm x W:22cm x
H:6.3cm Weight:
263g

Size:31.5 x 31.5
Height: 7.5cm

Gliders, Planes & Jets

Dynam

Huale

Dynam is well known in designing and manufacturing
hand-launched Glider, and supplied them in the
highest quality at competitive prices. Once again they
have raised the bars again and delivered us an innovative
and stunning product once again!
The detailed factory-painted Hawk Sky Mini Glider looks
stunning in the air and closely resembles a real airplane.

Free Flight

Mini PIPER

J3 CUB

This Mini J3 Cub is an absolutely enjoyable to fly
Indoor or Outdoor when there is no wind. It is a 2
channel Radio Controlled plane which is extremely easy
to fly high in the sky. You need to go to a park as the
plane can move very quickly. Once you get the hang of
the joysticks, you will be off to a flying start. This J3 cub
is extremely rugged and durable and won't break easily.It
comes with a USB charger and quick charging gives you
20-30 mins flying time.
Color:Yellow

It is made from high impact EPP crash resistant
foam, so it is highly durable and stable, perfect for
beginners and advance users. Small enough to take
with you anywhere and selling at bargain prices,
making this the best Glider in the market yet.
Durable and lightweight
Factory painted to the best details possible
Small and affordable
High quality EPP Foam
State of the art aircraft designs

2 Channel Radio Controlled
Material:EPS foam
Aircraft Weight:22g
Aircraft length:250mm
Wingspan:330mm
Charging time:30 minutes
Flight Time:20-30 minutes
Control Range:80m
150mah lipo
Controller Battery:6-AA

Battery: 3.7V

29.95

19.95

79.95

69.95

Wingspan: 500mm
(19.7in)
Overall Length:
495mm (19.5in)
Flying Weight: 45g

Aircraft Weight:22g
Aircraft
length:250mm
Wingspan:330mm

Image
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

EDO

Lanyu

Lanyu

Cessna

Cessna

TW 747

TW 747-1

Product Description

MUSTANG

Material: Foam
Power: Battery
Control Range: 200m
2s 7.4V,180mah lipo battery included
2s lipo balancer & adapter included
RC System: 2.4G 4CH
Flying
time:10minutes
Take off
weight: 68g
(Larger planes, Jets & Gliders also available)

Cessna is a very famous training plane of USA.
It is a high-wing plane and therefor more stable and easy
to control, so it is the best choice for the beginners.
Long ailerons also can let it make many actions as a good
performance.
This plane is easy for beginners to assemble

Specification(Brushed version):

Designed according to the most famous plane of WWⅡ
Cessna. High performance2.4GHz Remote Control
Channel 4 channels Material EPO Wingspan 940mm
Length 750mm Motor 2810/1230KV out runner brushless
motor (max thrust: 700g) ESC 18A brushless ESC Battery
1350mAh 15C Li-po battery (included) Propeller
8060*3pcs Servo 9g servo*3pcs Remote Controller
Operational Range 300m Compatibility indoor and
outdoor flying Features 4 channels remote control.

TW-749 AT6

T45

RRP(Inc. GST)

Mini 2.4 Ghz 3 Channel Cessna
The EDO Micro Cessna is a 3 channel aircraft designed for
easy flying for the first time flyer. Ready to fly with an
interference free 2.4G radio system. It is very light and
can fly at extremely low speeds and also relatively
crashworthy. This little plane not only flies great but also
looks great and comes with a tricycle landing gear for
easy lift offs and landings. This is a perfect high-wing
trainer & beginners can master flying skills in short time.
Colours: Blue or Red

MUSTANG 4Ch WWII WAR BIRD
Lanyu

Product Specifications

T45 Brushles Jet ARF version includes:
Motor: 2810/4300KV out runner brushless motor(max
thrust: 700g)
EDF: DF64mm
ESC: 30A brushless ESC
Servo: 9g servo*3pcs

Battery: 9.6V/650Mah NI-MH
Motor: 370A motor with gear-box
ESC: 30A
FM 4-channal proportional radio control
Radio control distance:300m
Material:EPS
vary.

Colour may

Brushless ARF version includes:
Motor: 2810/1230KV outrunner brushless motor(max
thrust: 700g)
ESC: 18A brushless ESC
Battery: 1350mAh 15C Li-Po
Propellor: 8060*3pcs
Servo: 9g servo*3pcs
Brushless RTF version includes:
Colour may vary.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.copterdoctor.com.au

FM4-Channel Proportional Radio Control
The Technology Parameter of Plane
EPO-Shock-Resistant Material
370A Type Brushed Motor
9.6V 650MAh Ni-MH Rechargeable Battery Pack
Length: 720mm
Ready To Fly

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Wingspan: 550mm
Fuselage: 390mm
Height: 125mm
130.00

110.00

FM version $140
2.4GHZ version
$170

FM version $130
2.4GHZ version
$160

Wingspan: 940mm
Length: 750mm
Flight weight: 470g

220.00

195.00

Wingspan: 940mm
Length: 750mm
Flight weight: 470g

190.00

170.00

Length: 720mm
Wingspan: 890mm

250.00

240.00

Wingspan:780mm
Length:880mm
Flight weight:610g

Brushless 750-1-2.4G 4CH model plane T45 EPO
Ducted fan:EDF-D64mm
Battery: 11.1V/1500mAh 20C Li-Po
Motor:2810/4300KV out runner brushless motor
ESC:30A brushless ESC
2.4Ghz 4ch proportional radio control
Control distance:300m
Material: EPO
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications
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RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Tanks

YED

Easy to operate.Transforming Amphibious Tank with
Water Cannon and 4-Wheel Drive. Conquer land and
water in style.On land, in water,inside the house! Take
fun, excitement and a little mischief with you wherever
you go. This RC Amphibious Tank lets you drive over land
and plow through water all while squirting your friends
and foes with the water cannon or with pellets depending
on the model. With the tank's powerful 4-wheel drive and
independently controlled left and right wheels, you can
get where you're going in a hurry and pull off 360-degree
spins on the fly. Ready to take the plunge? Drive straight
into your nearest river, lake or swimming pool, fold up
the wheels, fire up the twin propellers, and zip through
the water! Got a target in your sights? Fill up the water
cannon before you do battle on land, or simply attach the
82-cm long hose when you're in the water.

Amhibious Tank

This amazing i.Spy Tank is operated by your iPad,
iPhone or iPod. Built in mic transmits sound back to your
device in real time, Camera is manually adjustable &
streams live video and takes still photos, Night vision's
undetectable infrared light lets you see items in the dark,
Generates its own wireless connection for your device and
has a range up to 60 munobstructed, explores up to 30m
around walls into other rooms. Use the on screen driving
arrow controls to steer your tank & device's
accelerometer to make it like a steering wheel in your
hand.

i.Spy Tank

SOS

SOS

Snow Leopard

GERMAN TIGER
Sturmgeschutz III

Ausf.G Sd.Kfz.
142/1

Type
Remote Control
Color
Green, Brown or Grey
Material
plastic and alloy
Charging Time
Initial about 4hours
Remote Range
up to 80m
Playing Time
up to 25minutes
Battery
7.2V 700mAh Battery (included)
Functions support forward, backward, left, right and
360 degree spins, etc. Water resistant.

Go to App Store & Search for "i-spy toys" App,
download and install it (Free Apps)! Turn on the
product, Go to setting and turn on wi-fi,
Select the SSID address of your tank, Go to the
control interface and the Spy War Begins!! Can be
operated by your iPad, iPhone or iPod (2nd, 3rd, 4th
Generation).
Playing time: about 80 minutes
Controlling distance: about 30 meters Runs on 6AA
batteries (not included)

Snow Leopard War Tank: All driving wheels suspension
system - 7 way movement, 320 degrees turret rotation,
Main cannon fires 6mm BB’s. Max firing range of about
25M equipped with motor airsoft gun. Turret can turn to
both sides and gun can go up and down. Forward,
Backward, Spin, Super Spin. Equipped with High Gripping
Caterpillar. Mechanism: Electric Airsoft, Electric engine
sound. 4 Channel Radio transmitter with 3 frequencies.
Extremely fun to drive indoor or outdoor.

Max firing range of Motor Air Gun Appr.25m(With hopup system)
Gun: 6mm BB shell Shell capacity: Aprox.40 shells,
Max side Turning Angel of Turret (left/right)
Approx.320 degrees
Max Vertical Turning Angel of Gun (up/down)
Approx.20 degrees, Max Climbing Gradient
(changeable on different road surfaces) Apr.35
degree, Forward. high speed forward, high speed
backward, spin, shoot BB bullets (not supplied)
Rechargeable battery: 7.2v-1700mAh

German Tiger War Tank: All driving wheels suspension
system - 7 way movement, 320 degrees turret rotation,
Main cannon fires Infrared beam to deactivate another
tank. Turret can turn to both sides and gun can go up
and down. Forward, Backward, Spin, Super Spin.
Equipped with High Gripping Caterpillar. Mechanism:
Electric Airsoft, Electric engine sound. 4 Channel Radio
transmitter with 3 frequencies. Extremely fun to drive
indoor or outdoor.

Max firing range Appr.25m(With hop-up system)
Gun: 6mm BB shell Shell capacity: Aprox.40 shells,
Max side Turning Angel of Turret (left/right)
Approx.320 degrees
Max Vertical Turning Angel of Gun (up/down)
Approx.20 degrees, Max Climbing Gradient
(changeable on different road surfaces) Apr.35
degree, Forward. high speed forward, high speed
backward, spin, shoot BB bullets (not supplied)
Rechargeable battery: 7.2v-1700mAh

89.00

79.00

149.00

140.00

Tank:
Width:
22.5cm;
Length:
25cm; Height: 18cm
Water Cannon:
Length: 18cm
Water tube: Length:
82cm

Product size: 23.5 x
19 x 12 cm
Box size: 36.3 x 24 x
22 cm

220.00

220.00

195.00

Weight: 3200g
Length: 540mm
Width: 240mm
Height: 200mm
(Specifications varies
from model to model)

195.00

Weight: 3200g
Length: 520mm
Width: 240mm
Height: 200mm
(Specifications varies
from model to model)

Image
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Brand

SOS

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description
German Tauch Panzer 111 War Tank: All driving
wheels suspension system - 7 way movement, 320
degrees turret rotation, Main cannon fires 6mm BB’s. Max
firing range of about 25M equipped with motor airsoft
gun. Turret can turn to both sides and gun can go up
and down. Forward, Backward, Spin, Super Spin.
Equipped with High Gripping Caterpillar. Mechanism:
Electric Airsoft, Electric engine sound. 4 Channel Radio
transmitter with 3 frequencies. Extremely fun to drive
indoor or outdoor.

Tauch Panzer III 1:16

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

Max firing range of Motor Air Gun Appr.25m(With hopup system)
Gun: 6mm BB shell Shell capacity: Aprox.40 shells,
Max side Turning Angel of Turret (left/right)
Approx.320 degrees
Max Vertical Turning Angel of Gun (up/down)
Approx.20 degrees, Max Climbing Gradient
(changeable on different road surfaces) Apr.35
degree, Forward. high speed forward, high speed
backward, spin, shoot BB bullets (not supplied)
Rechargeable battery: 7.2v-1700mAh

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

200.00

Copter Doctor
Price

190.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Weight: 3200g
Length: 520mm
Width: 240mm
Height: 200mm
(Specifications varies
from model to model)

Ships & Boats

Challanger

Shen Qui
Wei

Shen Qui
Wei

Racing Boat

HT2878

XIPHIA5

3362

RC Aircraft Carrier Challenger
Radio
Controlled Ship. The guns rotate by hand, on board a few
helicopters and airplanes; Authentic true to life design
equipped with two engines.
Moving forward and backward, turns left / right;
Range ~ 80 m;
9.6V 1700 mAh battery (charger included);
Operating hours on one charge of ~ 25 min (charging
time 4-6 hours);

Power output: battery
Engine Type: Electric
Speed: 6 km / h
Range: 80 meters
Frequency: 27 MHz
Meals:
- Ship: built-in battery 9.6V 800 mA
- Remote Control: Battery type 9V
- Charger included

If you have a fear for things that go fast then the Davy
Jones Boat isn't for you. On the other hand, if things that
skim the water at blistering speeds tend to excite you,
then you'll probably find this rechargeable remote control
RC boat right up your alley. This RC speed boat includes
a high capacity rechargeable battery pack and quick
battery charger for endless hours of hassle free fun
These Boats are fast and handles superbly in the water.

Forward, left turn and right turn.
Battery: boat with 7.2V/700mAh Ni-Cd battery,
controller use 3*AA batteries (not included)
Charge time: 2hours
Play time: 8-12min
RC distance: 40-50m
This RC
speed boat includes a high capacity rechargeable
battery pack and quick battery charger for endless
hours of hassle free fun.

The Shen Qi Wei hull design and aerodynamics is made
for speed. The power system utilises differential thrust (in
techno speak, a vector push design), rather than the
common rudder system for steering, this RC boat
employs two professional large torsion propellers to
generate huge thrust. Finally, two high-speed racing
motors are used to drive each propeller making it a fast
watercraft.
Boat colour: Black and Silver

Power supply: 7.2V rechargeable battery for boat
toy.
Charging time: 4 hours
Run time per charge: up to 20 minutes
Control distance: 100m
Full movement control: forward, left, right
3-4
hours is required to fully charge the included Ni-MH
battery pack before first use - this will provide up to
20 minutes of continuous boating depending on your
throttle usage, after which the battery pack will need
re-charging with the included AC adapter charger.

Scale Model: 1:275
Height: 15o mm
Length: 820 mm
Width: 200 mm

89.00

79.00

50.00

40.00

Product size:
39.5×19.5×11cm

50.00

40.00

Length: 360mm

Image
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Product Description
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Product Specifications
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Copter Doctor
Price

70.00

60.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

EP R/C F1 Racing Boat Shen Qui
Wei

Vanguard

CT3382A CT3382B

This 2 Channel High Speed boat is extermely fun to Motor : Brushed Class 380
run on water. It is very quick and agile.
Batteries : 7.4V 500mAh Li-ion
Frequencies : AM 27/40Mhz -

Joysway Magic Vee or Majic Cat

Joysway

Majic Vee

Despite its diminutive size, the brilliant Magic Vee
reaches a high speed of 20km/h with its powerful water
cooled 180 size motor! Includes a Charger (8xAA
MK2 RTR 2.4GHz Bbatteries required) and a 9V Dry Battery (for
JS-8106/2-4G
Transmitter). Outstanding value for money. Buy two and
enjoy some exciting pond racing with a friend!
Note: Other larger toy & hobby grade high speed boats
are also available.

Newqida

Tracer 2

Riva Classic Style Boat

1/16 RC Mosquito Craft Tracer-2 RTR Electric
Remote Control Boat, High Speed Full function Radio
Control Boat (forward, left and right turn). Supports
hovering, Hi-Capacity Rechargeable Battery, Professional
large torsion propeller.
Double and Hi-Speed motor, Motor type: 380, RC system
included.

This Riva RC highspeed boat comes fully assembled.
Beginning in 1962 the Riva Aquarama came to the
forefront of racing boats, leading to it eventually being
nick-named the "Ferrari" of boats. Sleek and agile, this
stunning power speed boat has been handsomely
recreated by as an exciting remote controlled model ship!
This model is both fully functional and enchantingly
decorative, enjoy this fine speedboat out on the water or
placed atop your desk.

2Ch 2.4GHz Digital Proportional R/C System
5A Electronic Speed Controller
9g Rudder Servo
6V 260mAh Power Pack
Servos: 1 Micro (Inc.)
Radio System: 2 Channel 2.4GHz (Inc.)
Electric Motor: Brushed (Inc.)
Speed:
20km/h (Approx)
Speed Controller: 5A Brushed (Inc.)
NiCad/Ni-MH: 6V 260mAh (Inc.)

Material: ABS plastic
Function: forward, left and right turn
Control Distance: 100m
Maximum Speed: about 30km
Charging Time: 4 hours
Playing Time: 15minutes
Battery: 7.2V 1800 Mah
Battery for Radio Control: 8*1.5V AA

Handcrafted from durable, waterproof plastic Red and
white seats make this a unique model in the Riva line
High quality remote control effective up to 300 feet
away from the model Model comes with charger,
rechargeable battery pack, remote control, and stand
NOTE: Signal of the RC model may be disrupted if a
cell phone is in use within close proximity to remote
control.

Length: 360mm

Length: 225mm
(Hull) / 270mm
(Total)
Weight: 125g
Beam: 70mm

90.00

79.95

120.00

99.00

Large Boat
Size: L:89 x W:29 x
H:22cm Weight:
3.6Kg

110.00

89.00

Mid Size Baot

Image
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Brand

Joysway

Product Name

Brushed Offshore
Warrior Lite

Model/Part No

Product Description

Joysway Offshore Warrior Lite RTR RC Boat is a
seriusly fast boat for its size. It can reach a speeds upto
45 Km/h

Introducing the Seriously Fast Joysway Off-Shore
Warrior electric brushless boat! The Joysway boats are
perfect for your local pond, river or model boating area.
Seriously fast, easy to control and great fun... but don't
be fooled into thinking they are toys, because they
aren't!

Joysway

Brushless Offshore
Warrior

With an extremely durable fiberglass hull, water cooled
brushless motor and ESC, installed steering servo and
precision CNC machined anodised hardware these are
serious competitors - They even come with a free boat
stand for maintenance!

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

Material: ABS Speed: 16+ MPH Included: Radio:
2.4Ghz 2 Channel Transmitter/Receiver Motor: Water
Cooled Brushed 380ESC: 2 in 1 Receiver/ESC Unit
Prop: 30mm Two Blade Nylon Servo: 9 Gram
Waterproof Battery: 7.4V 800mAh LiIon Battery 2:
9V transmitter battery Charger: 2S Balance Charger
with DC Adapter.

All preassembled, including the 2.4GHz Radio just
add a suitable 3S LiPo battery and charger of your
choice to get running. Available in different colours to
suit your personal taste and allowing you to race your
friends!
Radio System: 3 Ch. 2.4Ghz (Inc.)
Electric Motor: 3000KV Brushless (Inc.)
LiPo & Balance Charger Required: 3S1P 11.1V
2200mAh 25C
S/C Rec: 30A (Inc.)

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

150.00

120.00

Overall Length: 420
mm/16.5 in Beam:
120 mm/4.7 in Hull

279.00

249.00

Length: 450mm
Width: 125mm
Weight: 550g

139.00

120.00

320.00

299.00

Dimensions

RC Cars - Hobby Grade

Swann

BSD

Scorpion

Truck

All new 1:18 scale Swann Scorpion - 4WD RC Buggy
is fantastic to drive in all terreain. Gives you a minimum
of 20 minutes racing time, indoor or outdoor. The 2.4GHz
radio has a range upto 100m. Brushless performance with
a brushed motor speed upto 40Km/h. This 4WD drive RC
buggy is a must have in your collection and ideal for
beginners or advanced drivers. Extremely sturdy and
hard to break. It's easy and in no time you will feel like
a rally champion.

BSD Racing Brushless 4WD Trucks Dustproof sealed
gearbox; quality differential with four bevel gears;
precise sealed ball bearing for the whole model;
aluminum alloy drive shafts. Oil filled big bore shock
absorbers with fully independent suspension for superior
handling. These cars are extremely hardy. EQUIPPED
WITH BRUSHLESS MOTOR AND BRUSHLESS ESC BUGGY
MOTOR:RC 540 KV:3750 SPEED CONTRL BRUSHLESS
ESC: EZRUN-35A.

2 channel pistol-grip remote control pull the throttle
trigger to change speed, use the side wheel for
steering and vary the trim between high and low for
added handling manoeuverability. Equipped with
90g steering servo for prceise steering. Oil filled
shock absorbers. Included 7.4V 1100 Mah NiCd
battery & charger with AC adaptor

• High Performance RC-540 KV 3279 13T Brushless
Electric Motor for more power
• 7.2v 3800Mah Ni-Mh Rechargeable Battery for Long
Running Time! Approx 25 Mins. Additional batteries
can be purchased for $40
• Strongly built chassis and Coloured Coil Spring
Damped Suspension System.
• 2.4 GHz Full Function Radio Control unit, drive
range as far as you could see.
• Waterproof and Dustproof Sealed Gearbox

1/18 Scale

Product size: 428 x
321 x 150mm;
wheelbase: 305mm;
front tire size: Truck
all 4 tires 100x50

Image
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Brand

BSD

Remo Hobby

HSP

HSP

Product Name

Model/Part No

BSD Buggy with 4WD drive system; RC 540 brushless
motor-driven, brushless ESC; dustproof sealed gearbox;
quality differential with four bevel gears; precise sealed
ball bearing for the whole model; aluminum alloy drive
shafts. Oil filled big bore shock absorbers with fully
independent suspension for superior handling. These cars
are extremely hardy. EQUIPPED WITH BRUSHLESS
MOTOR AND BRUSHLESS ESC BUGGY MOTOR:RC 540
KV:3750 SPEED CONTRL BRUSHLESS ESC: EZRUN-35A.
Speed upto 60Km/h and Brushed version has
speed upto 45Km/h.

Buggy

Emu

Brontosaurus

Brontosaurus

Product Description

Remo Hobby 9EMU Brushless 4WD Short Course
Truck is ultimate racing 4 x 4 which is similar to the
Traxxas Slash 4x4. It is of very highest standard and best
quality. The long list of features includes an all-new rigid
chassis, new super-efficient shaft drive, new race-bred
suspension, new steering system, brushless power, and a
2.4GHz radio system. 60+Kp/h out of the box with the
included 3600mAh 7-cell NiMH battery pack. The 9EMU
Short Course Truck
ultimate keeps all the great features and characteristics
that made Slash such a hit with enthusiasts, while at the
same time injecting new thinking, new components, and
track bred performance. Equipped with Weatherproof
Hobbywing Brushless ESC (45A) and 12KG/cm high
torque steering servo.

Monster Truck

Monster Truck

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

• Fast Easy Assembly and Disassembly Receiver and
Battery Cover
• Quality Differential with Four Bevel Gears, super
fast acceleration.
• Aluminum Alloy Drive shafts with Precise Sealed
Ball Bearings throughout
• Cooling fans for the computer and motors for
improved efficiency (Brushless version)
• Recommend a Balance charger to save charging
time by 6 hours (Available for $85, Normally $110)

3660 Brushless Motor 3000kv
Extreme performance is standard equipment with the
motor. Ultra high-temperature Neodymium magnets,
high-speed ball bearings, and a precision balanced
rotor deliver power and long life with near zero
maintenance. Since there are no brushes or
commutator to wear out, you always get the same
blistering acceleration and ballistic top speed run
after run. LiPo ready ESC, simply add a LiPo battery
to witness the full potential.

This HSP Fully assembled Ready to Race 1/10 Scale
Brushless Off Road Truck comes with many upgrades
such as a powerful 2720KV Brushless Motor ,Brushless
ESC and LI-PO Battery for optimal performance with
reverse function. This TOP upgraded version also includes
full ball bearings and aluminum shock absorbers, which
give much enhancement on the car's strength. Shocks
are real oil filled shocks with professional springs. The
upper chassis and drive shaft are made of aluminum. The
body consists of high quality graphite mixed ABS
enhancing the strength of the car. This Hobby Grade 4WD
Truck is perfect for your entertainment or as a valuable
gift.

High precision motor 2720KV Brushless Motor and
ESC. Gear Ratio: 11.1:1.
Eight (8) Oil filled aluminum shocks.
Oil serviceable gears built-in high quality bulkhead.
Skilled front steering system features quick turning
response to whole vehicle.
Dust Proof compact battery box
7.4v 3600mAh Li-Po battery.
Off road knobby tires with spoke wheel rims.
High quality car body.
2.4Ghz Digital remote controller.

This HSP Standard 1/10 Truck comes with a complete
package, including an ESC with Forward and Reverse
function, 4 wheel drive system, high torque 540 motor,
aluminium upper deck chassis, aluminum drive shaft and
shock mount, Oil-filled Daul shock absorbers with
progressive springs, 1800mah battery with battery
charger and a good quality 2.4Ghz Digital transmitter.
The body consists of high quality graphite mixed ABS
enhancing the strength of the car. This Hobby Grade 4WD
Truck is perfect for your entertainment or ideal as a gift
within anyones budget.

4WD drive system.
High precision motor RC 540 and ESC 03018.
Oil filled Dual aluminum capped shocks.
Oil serviceable gears built-in high quality bulkhead.
Gear Ratio: 11.1:1.
Skilled front steering system features quick turning
response to whole vehicle.
Compact battery box is sealed against dust.
7.2v 1800mAh Ni-MH battery.
Off road knobby tires with spoke wheel rims.
High quality car body.
Stylish off road Look. Other colours available

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

300.00
Brushed Version
$220

290.00
Brushed Version
$199

499.00

450.00

1:10 Scale but
similar size to 1:8
scale

259.00

Length: 400mm.
Wheel Base: 275mm.
Ground Clearance:
30mm.
Height: 185mm.
Wheel Diameter:
105mm.
Wheel Width: 60mm
Front - 60mm Rear.

299.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Product size: 428 x
321 x 150mm;
wheelbase: 305mm;
front tire size:
100x40mm; back tire
size: 100x50mm or

Length: 400mm.
Wheel Base: 310mm.
Ground Clearance:
30mm.
Height: 185mm.
189.00

179.00

Motor: RC540.
Wheel Diameter:
115mm.
Wheel Width: 60mm
Front - 60mm Rear.
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Brand

HSP

Hobby Tech

ROVAN
BAJA

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description

Product Specifications

You can be as confident about the speed and efficiency of
this HSP 4WD Drift Car as you can with any of HSP’s
famous on road cars. This brushed 4WD 1/10 On Road
RTR Drift Car has extra large front bumper foam for
added safety and excellent front/rear camber and toe-in
setup
plus equipped with Powerful RC 540 motor.
Stable suspension arms & solid front/rear shock tower
with Oil filled aluminum capped shocks
Precise steering fitting delivers quick response. Complete
ball bearings for a smooth and an efficient drive and High
performance anti-skid drift tires,chrome plated spoke
rims & pre-mound drift wheels

Anodized aluminum centre long drive shaft
High performance front/rear differentials
Four
wheel drive system
2.4GHz Radio
Gear Ratio:6.52:1
Ground clearance:4.5mm
Weight:Approx.1350g
Wheel:65mm(Diameter),26mm(Width)
Motor:RC540
Battery:7.2V,1800mAH(Ni-MH)
High precision SP03018 electronic speed control(ESC)
12.7.2V 1800mAh Ni-MH battery power

This all new HSP 1/10 Trophy Truck comes with a
complete package, including an ESC with Forward and
Reverse function, 4 wheel drive system, high torque
RC540 motor, aluminium upper deck chassis, aluminum
drive shaft and shock mount, heavy duty shock absorbers
with progressive springs, 1800mah battery with battery
charger and a good quality 2.4Ghz Digital transmitter

•Servo:3kg
•Motor:RC540
•Weight:1870g
•Gear Ratio:1:8.13
•Radio System:2.4GHZ
•Wheel Base:265mm
•Wheel Distance:220mm
•Battery: 7.2V 1800mAh

Trophy Truck

4WD Off Road

26S BAJA

STR8 Deluxe

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

The new Hobby Tech STR8 RTR NITRO DELUXE
redefines the standard of Ready to Run 1/8 buggies. It is
fitted out with competition level components, which is
enough to satisfy the most avid racers. Built with ultra
strong 6061Aluminum Chassis and parts, the DELUXE
also comes prebuilt with a GO .25 high performance
motor, ultra big bore adjustable shocks, and an
interference free 2.4 GHz radio system. It is easily
capable of hitting speeds in excess of 80km/h. GO .25 3
Port Sport Engine has revolutionized the Pull Start engine
market. Designed in France.

Designed to offer solid performance, really easy to
tune and unparalleled quality. More power than a
.21, less fuel consumption than a .28, the latest carb
gives more mid range feel and better fuel mileage.
You have the best of both worlds! Features: low
center of gravity, front CVA axles, full 24pcs rubber
sealed ball bearing, adjustable tie-rods and steering
link, steel spur and bevel gear, hardened differentials
gears, dual steel brake discs, fuel tank with splash
guard, rear sway bars, race optimized suspension
geometry.

The Rovan Baja 26 takes the stage as the best largescale release 2 stroke petrol RC Baja to date! All New
Powerful 26cc Engine generating 2+HP. Hi Torque Servos
Metal Geared Steering 33Kg Throttle Servo Overkill 15Kg. This super-powerful, top speeds of up to 60kmh
right out of the box without any upgrades or special
tuning. Rovan is raising the bar on RC Petrol cars and
giving big brand names a run for their money. Rovan is a
step ahead of the pack offering many alloy upgrades and
hop ups. Receiver Battery Included NiMh 4500mah.
Orange Chassis & Alloy Highlights 2.4ghz Radio, Stock
Top Speed: 60+ kmh without special tunning. This Rovan
and HPI have compatible and interchangeable parts!

26CC engine, 33KG metal gear steering servo
13KG metal throttle servo, 2.4GHz transmitter with
LCD screen, 6V4500µA battery
New exhaust pipe, Rear shock mount plate
Upgrade air filter foam element set CVD drive shaft
parts, Alloy clutch mount Alloy rear hub carrier set,
Upgraded clutch bell New throttle linkage set, rear
disc brakes Clutch shoe & spring set for 8000r/min
668 walbro carburetor and NGK spark plug Alloy
shock cap set. General tools include: spark plug
wrench, wheel wrench, allen wrench(5pcs), cross
wrench, mixed fuel ratio can, charger, multi tool, air
filter foam element set, wing, plastic parts bag,
English instruction manual

Licensed RC and Other Cars

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

189.00

179.00

189.00

179.00

500.00

430.00

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Width:200mm
Height:112mm
Wheelbase:260mm
Track:195mm(F/R

Length:440mm
Width:255mm
Height:162mm

Height: 200mm
Wheelbase: 329mm
Front Width: 298mm
Front Width: 308mm
Front ride height:
55mm
Rear ride height:
60mm
Weight: 3450g

Length: 817mm
Width: 480mm
1,199.00

849.00

Height: 255mm

Image
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Brand

WL Toy

Rastar

Rastar

Rastar

Product Name

Model/Part No

Challanger

Mini

Ferrari

Ferrari

Cooper S

FF

Italia & 599 GTO

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

These amazing Challanger 1:32 Scale 30 Km/h Mini
Buggies & Trucks are unbelievably fast, tough and
agile. Extermely fun to drive, indoor or outdoor on the
road. The proportional, five gear, variable speed control
mechanism is capable of high speed stunts and loops.
Has a turbo switch and cruise control modes. Speed can
be increased or reduced by 5 Km/h with a button on the
remote or through the accelerator.
Colours: Trucks -Black, Blue & Red
Buggies: Green,
Light & Dark Blue

5 the: forward, backward, left turn, turn right,
accelerated;
battery: lithium battery 3.7 V / 120 MAH (with
protection board), Charging time: 20 minutes with
USB cable. Use time: 6-10 minutes;
remote controller battery: 6 * AA
5 the: forward, backward, left turn, turn right,
accelerated; Remote distance: 30-40 meters;
Frequencies: 27MHz and 40 MHz

This Factory Certified 1:14 scale Mini Cooper S has
authentic styling with true to life design. Ideal for
enthusiasts. This Mini Cooper S has been made of
extermely high quality and fun to drive. Includes
rechargeabe batteries and charger. Equipped with
pneumatic tyres and independent suspension with speeds
upto 25 Km/h with a range of 20m.
Note:
Also
available in 1:14 Scale Lexus IS350, Honda Accord

These new highly designed Mini is built to extreme
high standards with an an injection moulded plastic
body with realistic looking alloys and rubber tyres.
The working independent suspension gives superior
handling when driving on the road. Equipped with
working head and rear lights it can move forward,
reverse, left & right and has manual alignment
setting to front tyres.
Available in 3 colours Black, Red & Metallic Blue

This Factory Certified 1:14 scale Ferrari FF has authentic
styling with true to life design. These Radio Controlled
cars are of extermely high quality and fun to drive.
Includes rechargeabe batteries and charger. Equipped
with pneumatic tyres and independent suspension with
speeds upto 25 Km/h with a range of 20m. L 34cm x W
15 cm x H 9 cm
Available in Red.

Injection moulded plastic body with realistic looking
alloys and rubber tyres. The working independent
suspension gives superior handling when driving on
the road. Equipped with working head and rear
lights and it can move forward, reverse, left & right
and has manual alignment setting to front tyres.

This Factory Certified 1:14 scale Ferrari Italia has
authentic styling with true to life design. These Radio
Controlled cars are of extermely high quality and fun to
drive. Includes rechargeabe batteries and charger.
Equipped with pneumatic tyres and independent
suspension with speeds upto 25 Km/h with a range of
20m. Equipped with working head and rear lights it can
move forward, reverse, left & right and has manual
alignment setting to front tyres. Available in 2 colours
Red or Yellow
Note: Also available in 1:14 Scale
Ferrari 599 GTO in Black or Red

Injection moulded plastic body with realistic looking
alloys and rubber tyres. The working independent
suspension gives superior handling when driving on
the road.

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Buggy $35 Truck
$40

Buggy $30
Truck $35
2.4Ghz Version
$49

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Image

Length: 110mm
Width: 72mm
Height: 50mm
Clearance: 14mm

Size: L 24cm x W
12cm x H 10 cm Box
Size:
L 39 X
W 17 X H 15cm
59.00

45.00
Gross Weight:
1.096Kg
12 Pcs/box

60.00

44.95
Special

Box Size:
L
44 X W 18.5 X H
17cm
1:14 Scale

69.95

50.00

1:14 Scale

Italia above, 599GTO on the right

Swann & Other RC Products - 2014

Brand

Rastar

Rastar

Rastar

Product Name

Lamborghini

Lamborghini

Porsche

Model/Part No

Aventador
Murcielago

Aventador
Murcielago

Product Description

Porsche

Product Specifications

Zoom away with this All New Rastar Ferrari F12
Berlinetta 1:14 Electric RC Car! Drive in style and be in
control with the full function transmitter. Working lights
add realism while driving in low light. Since this RC car is
fully licensed, there is extreme detail in its construction
and finish. It has real rubber tires that will give you
traction and control while driving. Includes rechargeabe
batteries and charger. Equipped with pneumatic tyres
and independent suspension with speeds upto 25 Km/h
with a range of 20m.

These new highly designed Berlinetta has working
independent suspension which gives superior
handling when driving. Equipped with working head
and rear lights it can move forward, reverse, left &
right and has manual alignment setting to front
tyres.

This Factory Certified 1:14 scale Lamborghini have
authentic styling with true to life design. These Radio
Controlled cars are of extermely high quality and fun to
drive. Includes rechargeabe batteries and charger.
Equipped with pneumatic tyres and independent
suspension with speeds upto 25 Km/h with a range of
20m.
Available in 3
colours Black, Orange & Yellow and 1 box contains 6 cars
Note: Also available in 1:14
in all 3 colours.
Scale Ferrari Italia and 599 GTO
Special Price: $49.95 - RRP $69.95

These new highly designed Lamborghin is one of the
four in the series and has an injection moulded
plastic body with realistic looking alloys and rubber
tyres. The working independent suspension gives
superior handling when driving on the road.
Equipped with working head and rear lights it can
move forward, reverse, left & right and has manual
alignment setting to front tyres.

This Factory Certified 1:14 scale Porsche 911 GT3 is
ideal for all sports car enthusiasts. Includes rechargeabe
batteries and charger. Equipped with pneumatic tyres &
speeds upto 25 Km/h with a range of 20m. Colours:
Black, Orange & White.
Note: Also available Nissan GTR & Jaguar XKR

Working independent suspension gives superior
handling when driving on the road. Equipped with
working head and rear lights it can move forward,
reverse, left & right and has manual alignment
setting to front tyres.

911 GT3

Radio Control Porsche Cayenne Turbo (Ready TO Run)
Officially Licensed Product By: Porsche AG
Full Function Radio Controlled Forward, Reverse, Stop,
Left & Right with working Head & Tail Light; Authentic
Car Styling with Injection Moulded Body
Detailed Interior / Exterior Includes rechargeabe
batteries and charger.

Rastar

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Cayenne

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

69.95

55.00

1:14 Scale

69.95

50.00

1:14 Scale

69.95

49.95

69.95

49.95

Equipped with pneumatic tyres and independent
suspension with speeds upto 25 Km/h with a range of
20m. The working independent suspension gives
superior handling when driving on the road.
Available in 3 colours Black, White & Yellow Also
available: Audi Q7, Volvo XC60, BMW X5 & X6,
Mercedes M & GLK Class

Shipping
Cost

N/A

Dimensions

Length: 32cm
Width:14cm
Height: 9cm

Length: 34cm
Width: 14cm
Height: 12.2cm
Net Weight: 600g

Image
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Brand

Rastar

MJX

NQD

Rastar

Product Name

Corvette

Ferrari

4WD Drift Cars

Ferrari & Lamborghini

Model/Part No

C6 G5

Product Description
This Factory Certified by GM Cheverolet, this 1:12 scale
Corvette C6 G5 is of true to life design. Ideal for all
American sports or any car enthusiasts. Includes
rechargeabe batteries and charger. Equipped with
pneumatic tyres and independent suspension with speeds
upto 25 Km/h with a range of 20m. Available colours:
Blue or Yellow
Note:
Also
available BMW Z4 in 1:12 Scale

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

Shipping
Cost

69.00

54.95

N/A

110.00

89.95
Special

Dimensions

Working independent suspension gives superior
handling when driving on the road. Equipped with
working head and rear lights it can move forward,
reverse, left & right and has manual alignment
setting to front tyres.

MJX Ferrari 1:10 Scale RC Cars are officially
licesensed by Ferrari and they are absolutely fun to drive.
Comes with rechargeable battery and charger pack.
•High speed electric motor
•Full functions radio control forward/backward, turn
California & F430 left/right
Spider Convertibles •Each car offers A B C three bands, simply switch the car
and remote to matching band
•Maximum three cars can be run the same time
•Realistic true to life design

2.4GHz Version

www.copterdoctor.com.au

NQD 1:10 Scale 4 Wheel Drive Drift Cars are good
looking and have assorted changeable lexan bodies.
Race around on off-road tracks, Pistol-grip transmitter
controls steering, forward and reverse, Durable plastic
frame Independent suspension, Differential gears, Offroad tires. Take on rough and tremble outdoor terrain
with the 1/10th scale 4WD drift racing car. This mean
machine features a high-speed engine and independent
rear shock absorbers for serious performance. The wheel
and trigger transmitter delivers excellent control. Once
you fit the rubber tyres on, then you can drive like a
normal car without drifting. Also available 1:24 Scale
4WD Drift Cars which includes batteries and charger.

RC Car Drift 1:10 4WD
Function: go
forward/backward, turn left/right,
Speed: 30km/hHigh Speed Racing Motor;
Frequency: 2.4GHz;
Remote distance: about 20 meters
Playing time: 20 minutes.
RTR Drifting Car 2.4Ghz
Proportional Throttle
High Speed Racing Motor
Body : PVC (Flexible Body)
Rechargeable Batteries NiCd 800mAh 12V and the
A/C Charger and a set of inter changeable tires
included.

This Factory Certified 1:24 scale Ferrari Italia &
Lamborghini have authentic styling with true to life
design. It is ideal for kids or enthusiasts. This small RC
car is of extermely high quality and fun to drive.
Requires 3 AAA batteries for the car and 2 AA batteries
for the remote. Ideal for indoor use. L 18.5cm x W 9.6
cm x H 5.3 cm Available in 2 colours: Red or Yellow
Note:
Also
available in 1:24 Scale Ferrari Californian, Nissan GTR,
Lamborghini Murcielago & Aventador

These small RC cars are built to extreme high
standards with an an injection moulded plastic body.
The working independent suspension gives superior
handling. Moves forward, reverse, left & right and
has superior handling. Available in 2 colours Red and
Yellow.

1:10 Scale:$99
1:24 Scale:$35

1:10 Scale:$89
1:24 Scale:$30

Length: 29cm
Width:14.2cm
Height: 7.8cm

1:10 Scale

Product Size :
20 x 14cm
Package Size:
25 x 28cm

45 x
52 x

Box Size:
L
39 X W 12 X H 10cm
29.95

24.95

Gross Weight: 470g
18 Pcs/Box

Image
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Brand

Rastar
Ride on

Product Name

Land Rover

Model/Part No

Evoque

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au

Product Description

Product Specifications

LAND ROVER (Range Rover) Evoque Ride On Toy Car
with Remote ControlLicensed R/C Electric Battery Kids
Ride On Car 1:4
Race in the New Range Rover Evoque SUV, replicated just
like the real car! This kids ride-on model car is Licensed
by Land Rover & is suitable for children aged from 3 to 8
years old or upto 25kg.
NEW MODEL, with 2 speeds and chassis!
The car has 2 great modes of control: Remote control
mode where you the parent can control the driving and
manual ride mode, which the kids can ride by
themselves.

•Battery operated , Continuous fun for 1-1.5 hrs New
9V Battery
•Speed: 5 Km/hr
•Suitable for child with age 3-8
•With Parental Remote control
•2 speeds for BO function (D1/D2/Stop/B) with
chassis
•Forward/ Reverse gear, Turn left/right steering
wheel
•Foot pedal for acceleration
•Front lights with with Horn
•Start the “engine” with simulation key
•LED headlights
•Realistic sound effects
•Movable wing mirrors
•Realistic Alloy-like wheels
•Chrome fender and front logo
•MP3 / IPHONE / IPOD / STEREO input
•Comfortable seat with belt
•Tough Polyethylene bodywork - strong, flexible and
safe
•Easy to assemble
•LAND ROVER, Licensed Product

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

429.00

389.00

399.00

369.00

Rechargeable 6V 7Ah Battery

Rastar
Ride on

Volvo
Ferrari
Lamborghini
Mercedes SLS BMW
Z4

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Size: 1200mm x
647mm x 516mm
Box Size: 127cm x
58cm x 41.5cm

Image
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Brand

Product Name

Model/Part No

Product Description

Techno Concepts
technoconcepts@optusnet.com.au
Product Specifications

www.copterdoctor.com.au

RRP(Inc. GST)

Copter Doctor
Price

45.00

39.95

45.00

39.95

Shipping
Cost

Dimensions

Diecaste Models
1:24 Scale Diecast replicas made by Jada Toys. With
opening doors, hood and trunk. Packed individually in a
window box. These Chevy Impala, Belair & Master Deluxe
Jada models are attractive, highly detailed and built of
very high quality materials.

Jada

Diecaste

Assorted cars

Uniquely designed and marvelously replicated 1959 VW
Volkswagens (with removable Surfboards) Diecast car
models 1:24 Scale Die cast replicas made by Jada Toys.
With opening doors, hood and trunk. Packed individually
in a window box. They are extremely beautiful to look at
and ideal for professional collectors or as gifts.

Jada

Diecaste

Assorted cars

1:24 Scale

Rubber Tires, Chrome Wheels, Doors Open, 1:24
Scale. Car is in it's original sealed box. Never
removed.

1:24 Scale
Size:
17 x 7.5 x 6.5 cm

Image

